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such Ignorance must seem dreadful
to country people?
Farnley took her to the foot of the
lane.
"Perhaps yon had better not tell
your aunt about riding with me, Miss
Molly," he said when he bad lifted
her carefully down. "She doesn't
care much for our family, and might
forbid your riding again. I go to town
every Saturday."
"Aunt Mary," said the girl that
evening, as they sat In the dim old
kltohen, "who lives In the first house
..
beyond our laneT"
"The Farnleys. And the less 'you
have to do with them the better," answered Mary Walte sharply.
"But whyt"
"It Is not my habit to talk about
people," answered the older woman
piously, "and I'm not going to begin
now. But If you live long enough
you'll flud there are honester people
In the world than the Farnleys!"
One morning a week later, as Molly
was busy feeding the stock, she was
alarmed by the sound of steps through
.
the big barn.
"Don't be scared," called Bob Farn-ley'- s
voice cautiously. "I came to tell
you I'm going to town- at one o'clock.
You got to go, today?"
"Yes," said Molly, "she wants me to
go after groceries."
"Then I'll be waiting at the end of
the lane. I hate to deceive anyone,
but there Is no tense in your walking
that five miles this kind of weather I"
"It doesn't seam quite right" hesitated Molly.
"Right or not, you're not going to
walk!"
Molly thrilled at the note of domination In his voice, and rode away behind the black team.
Many things happened which the
girl never mentioned to ber old aunt
After a big snow storm she always
found the path to the spring, where the
cattle drank, carefully .opened. Hay
appeared over night as If by magle
upon the feeding floor so that she need
not go up into the mow. When the
wood began to get alarmingly low and
she started for the woods with an ax
over her shoulder, she found a great
pile of freshly cut sticks ready for the
stove.
Neither did she mention any of
these things to the young man on their
frequent trips to town, although they
talked together of many things.
' One
afternoon, when the sun had begun to cut Into the snow crust with a
promise of spring, and the business
had been accomplished earlier than
usual. Bob stopped In front of the
only theater the little town boasted.
"Let's go In," he suggested. "We
have plenty of time."
"Oh, nol" The girl's face flushed
painfully.
"Why not?"
"I don't look fit" She glanced
over her Inexpensive, bedraggled attire.
"See here, Molly." Bob's voice was
hoarse, "I can't stand this kind ,ot
thing. You're not the right sort ot
girt to have to work like a man.
Don't you know I want to take car
of you, dear?"
"Oh," cried the girl, "I cannot leave
Aunt Mary, no matter how queer she
seems."
The rode home In silence.
"Molly," said her aunt a few days
later, "put on your things and go back
to the sap shanty. I see smoke coming from that direction. Some of our
neighbors are none too good to help
themselves to our sugar bush now I
can't get around."
As she approached the low, old
building, Molly distinctly did see
smoke rising from the rude chimney.
A sleigh with two big tin cans of sap
stood beside the door, and to the
sleigh was hitched the black team
which had given her so many trips to
town. As she crouched behind a tree.
Bob Farnley came out and carried two
palls of the precious sweet fluid Into
the Interior of the hut
The girl staggered back to the barn,
sick at heart Could It be true? Was
Aunt Mary right?
"Everything was all right" she said

miserably when she went back into
the house.
On Saturday a big thaw had set In,
so her trip to town was postponed.
She did not go to the woods saln
though ber aunt bade her keep a sharp
look-ou- t
for sugar thieves.
nights later the girl was
. Several
wakened by hor aunt's band upon her
face.
"Keep still help me up there is
someone moving outside the kitchen
door," she whispered.
Trembling with nervousness, Molly
hastily wrapped the old lady In a
warm shawl and half carried ber to
the door, outside of which could be
heard muffled footsteps.
Miss Mary fer.rlessly flung open the
door and there upon the doorstone
stood Bob Farnley, a tin sirup can In
each hand.
"Oh, yon've caught me. I might
have trusted you to do that Miss
Mary! I've made this sirup for Molly
thought the money might come In
handy for her, and It was doing yon
no good."
"Yon knew this?" Miss Mary's voice
was stern.
"I didn't know it was for me!"
"And so you shielded him!"
Miss Mary's voice held sudden
laughter.
"I guess you'll do, Bob," she said,
"but you are two young fools and
I'm an old one. Help me back to my
room, child, and then I guess you bad
better help Bob get that sirup tnto the
house!"
(Copyright. IMS, by tha McClura Newspaper Syndicate.)

stop talking when they commence to
write. This is always hard for Uiem.
Good writers are too careful
what
they say to consent to fill sudden talking gaps with mere chatter.
This may make It clear to many a
Gaps come, when
sence of talk.
thought lags. Talkers must be ready woman why her literary ambitions are
to Jump right In and fill up the gaps so slow to materialize. Life.
without thinking.
Good writers must make gaps;
Infusion Process Successful.
great, huge thinking gaps, which mast
The manner la which soft Iron may
be used for concentrated meditation, be converted Into bard faced armor
after which comes the written result plate by the Infusion process appears
of tint meditation. Good talkers must in tat cast of a teat which hat re

cently been made. A bullet was fired
from a rifle at a distance t thirty-sifeet against the surface of an
Iron plate which bad been treated by
the infusion process, striking with a
velocity of 2,700 feet a second. The
hardened surface caused the rifle ball
to rebound with such directness that
It struck the stock of the gun from
which It had been fired. Imbedding Itself In the wood and narrowly escaping the person of the marksman by
whom the shot had been flrtd. Ca
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Mary Finds
-

Out All About the
Farnleys, Disliked By Her"
Aunt

By GEORGIA LOTT BELTER.
Boo Farnley slapped the reins over

the sleek backs of his big black team,
and huddled Into bis fur coat With
the disappearance of the sun, the
winter day seemed to gain rapidly In
chill gloominess.
Glancing up, he caught the flutter of
a woman's skirts at the side of the
road ahead.
."Why that," muttered Bob, "must be
that little Walte girt Isn't It like old
Mary Walte to send that child to town
afoot a day like this."
The Waltes had always been bard,
close people, keeping much to themselves la their gloomy, unpalnted
. homestead
at the end of the pine lane.
80 when Mary Walte was left to spend
the latter parFof her life, the last
survivor of her family, no one wondered at her living alone and working
the few cultivated acres of her farm
as best she might But when It was
known that she had sent for little Molly
Walte,
Bud Walte's only
child, to come and live with her, the
countryside was agog with conjecture
and curiosity.
"She's almost helpless with rheumatism," declared the neighbors, "or she
would never do it She wants the girl
to take care of her you can depend
upon a Walte getting 'value received'
for all the charity they give!"
"Bud has been dead over five years,
and the girl has been looking out for
herself eb best she could. Well, maybe she will And it as comfortable here
as she has been used to having."
-"- "And
probably," they always added
as a comfortable
"probably she Is a Walte herself, and will
be a match for Mary at her own
game."
All this passed through. Bob Farn-ley'- s
mind as his team, with big
strides, gained on the little .figure in
the road ahead.
The girl plodded on, indifferent tc his
approach. Even when he drew up opposite her,, she did not turn her bead.
"Get In and ride?" called Bob In his
big cheerful voice.
The girl muttered her thanks without stopping.
"But this Is Miss Walte. Isn't ltt
I'm Bob Parnley, your nearest neighbor. Tou can ride almost home, and
It is getting dark fast"
She stopped then, and turned to look
at him timidly.
At sight of the sweetness of the
blue eyes, the sensitiveness of the Hps,
Farnley shut his teeth together savagely. What could such a girt aa this
be doing at the old Walte place T
The honesty of his face was reassuring, for she allowed him to lift her up
over the high wheel and wrap her in
the warm robes without a protest
"I'm afraid you will think me very
stupid or very unfriendly?" she said
then, with a smile. "But you see, I
.am not used to the country. In the
city we do not accept rides from
- strangers."
"I did not think about that" answered Bob, quickly. "I thought only
about your long, walk In the cold and
dark; It Is going to be dark early tonight."
"This Is much better, thank you.
But I never rode so high np before.
I'm not accustomed to horses."
Farnley asked questions and listened in a sort of maze.
Oh, no, she-w- as
not at all lonely,
with the woods and the poor,
d
winter birds, and the dear,
calves with their gentle
eyes. They didn't seem quite so nice,
however, when they had grown Into
cows with long boras; and she couldn't quite help being afraid of horses,
though she knew it was foolish. Yes,
she took care of the stock; Aunt Mary
was not able to get out And she had
to walk to town because she did not
know bow to hitch or drive the team;
run-awa- y

after-thoug-
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Good Talkers and Good Writers.
Good talkers are rarely good writers, and vice versa. ' Good talkers are
those who fill up the conversational
gaps. A conversational gap Is the ab-

-
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BUNCH OF GOOD ONES
SOME OF THE BE8T OF THE

RECIPES.
Net All New Ideas, but All Are Worth
Remembering One Especially:'
That Will 8ult Those Fond
of Peppermints.
Squash Fritters One pint of cooked squash, one pint of milk, three
eggs, and a little salt. Sufficient flour
to make them turn easily on the griddle.

Custard Sauce Beat one egg and
another yolk slightly, add three tablespoons sugar, and a few grains of salt,
then stir constantly
while adding
gradually one and one-hacups hot
milk. Cook In a double boiler, continue stirring until mixture thickens
and a coating Is formed on spoon.
Strain, flavor with vanilla, one-hal- f
teaspoonfuL
Fried Chicken Cut the chicken Into six or eight pieces and season well
with salt and pepper. Dip In beaten
eggs and then In fine bread crumbs In
which there is a teaspoonful of chopped parsley to every small cup of
crumbs. Dip again in eggs and crumbs
and fry In deep bofllng fat Cover the
center of a cold dish with a nice white
sauce.
Peppermints If you want a good
recipe for peppermints here it Is:
cup of
Two cups of sugar, one-hal-f
GOOd REASON FOR SILENCE milk, boll ten minutes, then add two
teaspoonfuls of peppermint and beat
till white and creamy and drop on
Actor Had Some Cause for Not Im- buttered paper; be sure and get It
parting Any Further Informathick enough. Keep a basin of hot wation to Friends.
ter near so If It gets too stiff you can
melt it a little.
apparent
As will beoome
before It's
Escalloped Salmon Remove the
finished, this Isn't a press agent yarn.
bones and pieces of skin from a can
But the victim tells It on himself, so of salmon
break the fish Into
It's not going to stir np any trouble. small pieces.andPut
alternate layers of
George F. Howard, doing a rube act
flsh and bread crumbs into a buttered
Is
an old
over at the Star this week.
baking dish, having top layer of
Clevelander. He lived here more
years ago than he likes to say, and ha crumbs. Dot top with pieces of butter and pour in milk until It can be
knows a lot of the old settlers. So aa se"en
around edges. Bake about half
soon as he got Into town he started
an
hour
up
plane
looking
friends.
The
first
In
Endive Salad Use the endive plant
clothing
he sought was a second-hanon Ontario as you would lettuce. It is considered
dealer's establishment
better than lettuce, being more bleachstreet
"That fellow Is a character," Howard ed and byvery tender. I like it best
Itself as a salad, dressed
told the friend who accompanied him served
folon the tour. "I knew him very well with French dressing, made as
and he always liked me. But I haven't lows: Two tablespoons vinegar and
four tablespoons olive oil mixed well,
seen him for years."
They found their man, but he didn't add one pinch of salt and a little red
pepper. Pour over chilled endive plant
ceem to recognize George.
"What can I do for you, gents?" be and serve.
asked.
Hint on Cooking Egg.
"Why, don't you know me?" asked
Use a vessel with straight sides (a
the comedian.
"Well I can't say that I da Your quart measure 'will do), because It Is
easier to keep water up to the desired
face Is familiar, but '
temperature than In a vessel with
"My name's George Howard." "
I can't remember such a name. flaring sides. Have the water boiling
You remind me of a no good loafer hot. Drop the eggs in and keep the
by the name of Max Friedenthal
I temperature up to boiling, but do not
used to know, but he's probably In let It boll. Let eggs remain In the
the poorhouse now. He was a schlem-lh- l. water eight or ten minutes; the whites
not hard, and the
Max was.".
should be Jelly-lik"Why didn't yon refresh his mem- yolk should aUo be cooked, but not
ory 1" asked the friend.
"What hard. Cooked In this way, eggs are
did you go away for without another more palatable. Home '.Department
word?"
National Magazine.
"Because," answered George, grimly, "Max Friedenthal is my real
Coffee Mold.
name." Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Scald One pint of milk, dissolve two
heaping tablespoons cornstarch (I prefer flour) In a little cold milk or waNice for the Guest
Subbubs had taken Chumplelgh ter, add two tablespoons sugar, pinch
home to dine. Everything went well of salt, half a cup strong fresh coffee.
until they were seated at the dinner Stir this Into the scalded milk and
cook until it thickens. Turn into a
table, when Willie Subbubs remarked:
to cool. Serve
' mold and set It aside
"Why. pa, this Is roast beef."
"Well." said his father, "what of with cream and sugar. It Is called
lf

d

.

.

coffee mold.

itr"Why, I heard

you tell ma at breakLemon Butter.
fast that you were going to bring a
Instead of cranberry sauce try lemmutton-heahome for dinner this eveon butter with your meats and turkey
ning." Boston Transcript
one cup of white sugar, two lemens.
two eggs, lump of butter. Beat eggs,
Avoiding Service.
not too stiff, add sugar, then strained
you
ot
a
witness
"Were
that football Juice of lemons, then butt. Place
game?"
In double boiler apd cook until thick,
"Yes, but please don't summon me stirring most of the time. Serve cold.
to court I can't testify to anything
Mother's Magazine.
d

x

iler't Uagailnt.
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Sausages Cooked In Batter.
Four tablespoons of flour, one pint
of milk, one egg. Beat the batter five
minutes, pour boiling vater over one
pound of sausage and pull off the
(kins. Place In baking dish, pour the
batter over them and bake till nice
and brown on top.

FOR

THE

AFTERNOON

TEA

New 8andwlch Idea That Carries With
It a Distinct Sense of the

Appetizing.

,

America has the best oysters anfl
salads of any country In. the worlct
Mrs. Lily Haxworth Wallace, the En
llsh cooking expct, told the women a
a pure food show cooking lesson a,t

t

New York.

"The best way to cook an oyster,!'
said Mrs. Wallace, "Is not to cook l,t
at all. There Is an English saying,
'The more you do to an oyBter the
more it will do to you. That meanS
that the more you cook It the less
nourishment you get"
But she gave them recipes to cook
the best oyster In the world, the
American oyster. If they were no
content to eat It raw. The American
salad Is the best In the world, Mrs!
Wallace says, because America has
the greatest variety of fruits, vege-- i
tables, and other products of the garden and field. She gave the womeft
a recipe for a new sandwich that a,
number of them said they were going
to try Immediately for afternoon tea.
' Two ounces of almonds are salted
and ground for' the egg and almond
sandwich and passed through the
meat choppeV. Two finely minced hard
boiled eggs, blended with two
of butter, are added, and .the
whole is seasoned and spread between
thin slices of bread.
i
table-spoonfu- ls

jfTiff KNCIifN
To give an 'alabaster effect to plas-- ,
ter casts dip them In a strong solution,

of alum water.
To remove hot water marks fAm;
Japanned trays use sweet oil. Rub It
In. well tlll-Jithe marks disappear,
then polish the tray with flour and a
soft cloth.
When packing plaited skirts for a
Journey, baste the plaits down, lay
them straight, and they will not need
pressing when you arrive.
'.
A good place to pack necessary bottles of liquids Is to place them In an
old shoe. They are less likely to be
broken, and If they are the shoe will
absorb nearly all of the contents and
clothing will not be seriously Injured.
A delicious and cheap dessert is
made by pouring the Juice of grapefruit over sliced bananas. They should
be well chilled, ana served In tall
glasses with powdered sugar. One
large grapefruit will serve eight people.
Of course no cream nor lemon
Juice is needed with this.
i

--

ll

Delicious 8tew.
use a small agate settle and set It
Inside of my large boiler. Keep plenty
of water In the large boiler and keep
It boiling hard. One pound of stew
beef, two pounds porlC chops, two onions. Put In a layer of pork, then a
layer of beef and a Utile onion, season
each layer with salt ahd pepper. Continue until all the meat Is used. Do
not put any water on the meat, but
cover as closely as possible and set
In the large boiler of boiling water.
Put a cover on the large boiler, too.
Do not uncover the small boiler for
hours, then you will
three and one-halAnd lots of gravy on the meat. Exchange.
I

f

To Keep White Dresses Clean.
Unless a white dress is. laundered
frequently here in the south It becomes quite yellow. I sewed two
widths of navy blue paper cambric together, hemmed the top and bottom
edges and ran a drawstring through
the top hem. After pulling the tape
tight, I tied it there. I slipped the bag
over my dress that was suspended
from a clothes hanger, pushing the
hook of the hanger through the gathers at the top of the bag. The resulting supplement of the light with blue
rays keeps the dress as white as one
could wish. Delineator.

Orange Float.

Two cups white sugar, Juice of one

lemon, one quart of boiling water, four
tablespoons of cornstarch, wet with
cold water, one tablespoon
butter.
Cook until thick. When cold pour over
four or Ave oranges and the sugar,
set on Ice and serve cold.

Apple Fritters.
Cocoanut Drops.
Cut apples In thick slices, make a
Take one pound of cocoanut, a half
batter of two eggs, one eup milk, little pound of powdered sugar, the white of
salt and flour. Dip apples In the bat- one egg, work all together, roll Into litter and fry In deep hot fat Sprinkle tle balls In the hand and bake on
d
with powdered tugar,
tint.
but-tare-
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It It a duty of
llie kidneys to rid
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Philadelphia is offering a bounty on
off them. A ticklish proposition.

rats to get the fleas

TffWrH

The price of steel hoops has been
advanced $2 a ton, but not because
hoopsklrU are coming In.
A Minnesota health official says the
only place to kiss a woman Is on her
photograph. Not on your tintype!

The nnxt thing to become popular
Is the auto milk cart.
Then we'll
probably find gasoline in the bottles.
A New York suffragette says: "I'm
thirty-eight- ,
and I don't caret a whoop

Probably It's mutual.

A New York woman of

starting to learn a trade.

ttghty
A

Is

person

is never too old to learn, even In New
York.

"Is heat a substance?" asks the Literary Digest; and any householder can
tell the magazine that beat Is an expense.
Less than 1,000,000 New York children took advantage of the publto
baths last year. Childhood Is ever
the same. '
If they could only kill a few more
bandits as they did that one at Delta,
Cal., It might discourage the business
of train robbing.
And perhaps the worst thing the
g
recent campaign Inflicted upon a
country waa the mongrel
verb "straw-voted.- "
A Bantu tribesman has been discos
wives.
If the
with forty-fiv-

ered

e

tribe allowed suffrage, no doubt be'd
be perpetual king.

I

A fire In a snuff factory put the
Chicago fire department out of commission. A fire of that sort Is nothing to be sneezed at.

They say that the new diamond
weighing 1,649 carats Is a little off
color, but. If so, we have seen neckties
that would match It.
A western telegraph manager advertises for "girls with wheels." He
ought to find them by going to any
bioving picture show.

"Ha-,
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Mr. William A. Radford will answer
OF
Questions and give advice
COST on all subjects pertaining to the

aubject of building, for the readers of this
account of his wide experience
Author and Manufacturer, he
doubt, the highest authority
subjects. Address all Inquiries
to William A. Radford, No. ITS West
Jackson boulevard, Chicago, III., and only
stamp for reply.
enclose two-cent

A style of house that Is well liked
In the middle west
Is practically
square on the ground, with a cottage

roof and a heavy veranda extending
clear across the front of the house.
Generally speaking, there is more
economy In a square house than In
any other form of building; but much
depends on the arrangement of the Interior. A square house with a hallway In the center leaves the four
corners unobstructed and free for the
laying out cf good, equa-- e, sensible
rooms that may be lighted from two
sides.
The plan here given Is 29 feet 6
Inches In width, and 28 feet deep, exclusive of the veranda; and it Is full
two stories high, with an attic large
enough to supply all the necessary
storage room and upper ventilation.
A plan of this size gives space
enough for eight rooms, and the necessary stairways, closets, and bathroom. The rooms are all
and the arrangement Is sensible from
bottom to top. It Is a style of house
that looks well when new, and It will
always look well. It has the necessary height, It is large enough, and
the proportions are symmetrical.
Fancy houses are not so common
as they used to be. The time was
when a man thought he must have
considerable outward embellishment
on a house, to prove to his friends
and the public generally that he had
money to throw, away. However, as
people are becoming better educated,
a change has taken place; so you seldom see a lot of fancy outside decorations on new houses, and they are
chopping them off the old ones.
In England, houses have the appearance of being very solid; and
they are solid, the walls are thick,
Such
and the timbers are heavy.
fair-size-

All the song birds migrate to the
south except the particular kind that
waits on the big cities for. the opening of the opera season.

usually are open at meal time, and it
Is awkward to close them after strangers have been shown In.
There are, however, other and more
Important uses tot a reception room
of this kind. In most families, there
are children of school age, and they
should have a room adapted to their
use In the evening. They need a
little help with their leasons; and
they want a place to keep their
books, pencils, pads, and paper; and
most of them bave toyB or playthings
of some kind. If you don't provide a
room for them, you must take them
into the parolr, where they are subject to all kinds of Interruptions. I

f'J

A railroad company Is asked to pay
$200,000 for the death of a chimpanzee. Evidently Its owner Is not eager
to work for his living now.

A bird said to be-French owl was
captured by a policeman. France la
the last country In the world to think

of for producing anything owlish.

A New York bigamist has been sentenced to prison for five years, one
year for each wife. Why not make
him live one year with all five wives?

Real
school
where
Infant

babies are to be used In a
of mothercraft at Acton, Eng.,
girls will be taught the art of
management
Poor little kids!

Chicago has a school for brides, but
no guarantee of a position goes with
u scholarship.

X

DOAN'S
FOSTER-MILBUR-

Is maintained by a' Boston minisIs possible to marry and
live comfortably on $15 a week. It Is
possible at least to marry on that Into me.

It

ter that It

imm j

KlrfAV

CO., Buffalo. Naw York
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PERFtCT HEALTH
Pills keep the system In perfect order.
They regulate the bowels and produce

Tutt's

A VIGOROUS BODY. .
Remedy for sick headache, constipation.

I
RED ROOM

ax a

aa

rocm

ThII's Pills

BaldJLi

r7j..mtKii:i4ZH.vL "Vl
H

I

TartM Oood. Um
BaWOoaskSynio.
tntlma. Sold by Dmfrlitt.
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Lost Trousers Playing Poker.
William Verne appeared In a Detroit
police coudt attired in a dress coat
and some underwear he had bet the
trousers In a poker game the evening
before and lost His cash, his watch
and his diamonds preceded the trousers into the "bank." The trousers
were of good quality, so William bet
Second Floor Plan.
several blue chips on them. But his
often think that houses are built morj luck didn't turn and when he was
for tbe entertainment of friends than cleaned out again he broke up the
for the comfort of the family. Chil- game by quitting. He begged the loan
dren too often are entirely overlookof the trousers to go home In, but
ed In this respect. They are tolerated
the bank took no risks and declined.
In the house when It Is too cold or So William started In dress coat and
stormy outside; but at other times the underwear and was arrested.
parents seem more than willing that
they should find their amusement anyTwo Guesses.
where but In the house. This Is all
"Well," said the proud father as
wrong and unnecessary,
spite of
the doctor entered the room, "what
the fresh air gospel.
a boy or a g!rl?A
When building, one of the first du- is it give you two guesses, and even
"I'll
ties is to provide for the children.
you won't guess right," said the
They should have bedrooms of their then
(
own. This applies to boys as well as doctor.
proud
nonsense!"
said
the
"Tush!
way
Is
girls. It
a shame the
some
father. "Boy?"
"Nope," said the doctor.
"Ah girl, then?" said the proud
father.
"Nope," said the doctor.
"Ah I know," said the proud
father, sadly. Harper's Weekly.
Airona
TXT

7 3

lived once
for est by Calumet.
For daily nse In millions of kitchens has
proved that Calumet is highest not only in
quality but in leavtning power as well unfailing in results pure to the extreme and
wonderfully economical in nse. Ask your
grocer. And try Calumet nest bake day.
RECEIVED
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houses generally look well because
they ara solid and plain.
The reception room at the right of
the hall In this house is rather unusual; but the plan admits of having
Frequently
It, and it has its uses:
there are callers that you do not care

irrF3

J
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boys are treated In regard to their
sleeping accommodations. They are
put' away anywhere. Just so long as
Any kind of
they are kopt warm.
room, It would seem, will do for a boy.
He Is not supposed to have any belongings of his own that any other
member of the family Is bound to respect.
If there Is an old, wornout
rug, an old, battered bedstead, and a
discarded bureau with one leg broken
gone, that will
and the drawer-pull- s
do for the boy, and the boy puts up
with it; but don't you fool yourself
Into thinking that he doesn't notice
the difference. A boy thinks a good
deal when he is not engaged In making more noise. Boys don't cry. over
such things, or make any noticeable
demonstration;
but they often feel
very keenly without saying a word.
Tbe girls In the family get the nice
bedrooms, the new lace curtains, and
a nice, bright rug, with paper on the
wall to -- match. That Is all right
enough; pnly the boy shouldn't be
chucked off In the reception room to
sleep on a couch and hunt his belongings In tbe morning like a tramp.
In selecting a plan tor a bouse, it
would be difficult to find anything better for the money than this design.
It may be built In any of the smaller
cities for from $1,800 to $2,000 without
heating, gas fixtures, electrlo wiring,
A
and probably the final grading.
great deal, of course, depends on the
original condition of the lot, when It
comes to grading up after the boum

are
Tbe new Zeppelin airships
equipped with kitchens and the disFirst Floor Plan.
posal of garbage from them Is, of
course, a matter of the attraction of to entertain In the parlor. The calls
made may be business ones, or the
gravitation.
occasion may be during a muddy time,
when a second room saves a valuable
The borse no longer smells the bat- ru:
or It haDDens. sometimes, that
enemy
now
off
The
oft.
afar
tle afar
r
call Just at meal time, and
friends
gets a whiff from the approaching you
rather not have them sitwar auto when the Triad li blowing ting would
In the living room next to the
toward tisra.
dining room, because you like to have
the sliding doom open; and, its U OoJsUl

first time) Dang me, Halbert, If
these Lunnon chaps ain't smart! Just
look what that feller's fixed up at the
back of 'Is wagon to keep boys from
hangin' on be'lnd!" London Sketch.
Of

NEVER TIRES
Food That Restored

the

Yoa don't tao money whtn you hog
big-ca- n
baking powdet. Dn'i
tm mitleJ,
Buy Calumet. It't
economical
gleet
aiore whojetome
heti tetuht. Calumet ti fat miputoi at
tout milk and toda.
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A Philadelphia man has died, leaving $100,000, without any Indication
of where he wants it to go. However,
tbe lawyers will get It, just the same.

When an artiste arrives at New
York from Europe, carrying 600 pairs
of shoes you may rest assured that
she Is either a centipede or dancer.

u

.
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Fart Worth, Texas, says: "I was
In bed
for weeks with terrible pAlna In my
My feet were so bloated I could'
bac.
not wear shoes and my eyes swelled so I
could hardly see. After doctors failed, I
rap- becan with Doan's Kidney Pills.
Idly crew brtter and In a short time was
entirely well."
Cat Doan's at Any Draff Stars, gOs a Boa

v

Christmas trees from New England
are to be quarantined. The next
thing we know they will be fumigating Santa Clans' whiskers.

'PL Tiki

the blood of urio
acid, an irritating
poison that is constantly forming inside.
When the kidneys fail, uric acid
causes rheumatic
attacks, beadacbe, ,
dizziness, gravel, )
urinary troubles, I f
weak eyes, dropsy Jj
or heart disease.
mm
ri h
Doan's Kidney
Fills help the kid
neys fight off urio
acid b ringing"
new strength to j
weak kidneys and '
relief from backache and urinary ills.

J

On
man recently found $4,000 In an paper.
as Editor,
old mattress he was going to burn up. Is, without
Probably some one left It to the hair on all these
A
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Naturally the baBehall fans And In
Mllo a southpaw
with good curves.

the restored Venus of

for the men!"

HIDDEN DANGER

A

Pub.

"Something Was making me 111 and
I didn't know the cause," writes a
Colo, young lady: "For two years I

fjlVHn jpfirCU.

was thin and sickly, suffering from Indigestion and inflammatory rheumatism.
"I had tried different kinds of diet,
and many of the remedies recommendW Want Tm Millioa Dollars' Worth
f fw
f IsIa
med, but got no better.
laaor PriMal iaMar
Nature, Mll Thtwe
aorue of the lvntar
"Finally, Mother suggested that I
groa. Vo. la St, LouU-t- he
I rye4
try Grape-Nutand I began at once,
Fur IIuum In th Larut Prismsu-- lug
Market ia the World. Our It are
eating It with a little cream or milk.
Y attended by the ttreetest fur bay are o
nitxmary, iiumpeendiJaiiada. Uom- A change for the better began at once.
' 11 petition
ftmong thum la fierce. Aiduf
"To-da4 go the priceeil iMallng direct with
I am well and am gaining
of
Mwedo.ean'tynueewnreMBaffoar
f
weight and strengyi all the time. I've
7 tO Day
luu hiuatitat nrinaMt
1
gained 10 lbs. in the last five weeks
Bis Money In Trapping '
and do not suffer any more from In1 4 1? JKP d,"rlnpartllB. Mlnk.poaau
Bkonk.Mukrat.Wolf.Lyni.
WhlUWin
aodoin.r fur ar vmltwbU toaa.aad
digestion, and the rheumatism Is all
itlMl
wita rtiDiwn Antuiftl Skli. Waaraal
"n
gone.
Ten aillkin
Dollar' worth of lu.k
fuM ..J
will pay cjb for thm. To f i
nomlM aaLarosM
Grape-Nuts
"I know It is to
alone IkaWaridl Funsten Animal
Bait 91 Cass
that I owe my restored health. I still . nlm.l. eaa't 'mnniMiaiiMiilolacrw.iaroaraikk.
mil II. Ou.no, ! a dollar, rnada
iM
eat the food twice a day and never ro for co. a,aa.
VaadbrU S Oor.ronant and bl up.rU
trappara ararywhara. Took Grand lrUa. World'a
tire of It." Name given by Postum kooad
I dtft.r.nl bait for aach kind of animal, auto kindralr
wautad.
TRAPS T PAOTOV
tka baMVtea
Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
pricaa.
"'"""'"a 'ur rappra. All at
Trappar'aUulila.aaaiaUwa. aupplraa.lm
Is peculiar
real
The flavour of Grape-Nut- s
Catolor a aaaas
rurMarkataaport. Hkippia T.,a. aaa. WrltatodlaT
J -"
-to Itself. It is neutral, not too sweet falaraa.,ca
'
um. nT
"s
and has an agreeable, healthful quality
that never grows tiresome.
One of the sources of rheumatism Is
from overloading the Bystera with
what you need
acid material, the result of Imperfect
after a hard day's work
digestion and assimilation.
As soon as Improper food is abanIs taken regu
doned and Grape-Nut- s
larly, digestion is made strong, the
organs do their work of building up
good red blood cells and of carrying
away the excess of disease-makinmaterial from the system.
The result la a certain and steady
return to normal health and jpftntal
Sustains and
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rounds, for as a specific- for degree of pride, wly In our tv
I have ever found that game qualntance, explaining that ft was at
Inonce a relic and an heirloom. Origof rare benefit. In the present
ance through the night silences.
stance It more than fulfilled my ex- inally the property of Nell Gwjnne,
"You bally Idiot!" he cried, his gufpectations.
Cameron, apparently at It had descended to him through
faw ended. "I suppose no persons exleast, forgot everything save his de three or four generations of maternal
cept Chinamen smoke opium, eht
and ancestors.
sire to
And that being so, no Chinaman but
out-pu- t
me. And when It was over,
The glass was framed In colored
my Chinaman could have made a tarCHAPTER VI.
and with sharpened appetites we beadwork, to which were attached
get of a piece of an old portrait and
drove back to Ciagholt for dinner, he wax figures In high relief: at the top,
Nell Gwynne's Mirror.
dropped his pipe bowl at the foot of
d
twenty-firs- t
a miniature portrait of Charles II. In
appeared stimulated by a
you
you,
make
With
a
approach
of
on
Go
the
the
tree!
with
:
vax
his state robes; at the bottom, one
of the month, which is to say courage.
me sick!" And then, seeing Jerry,
65
The day had passed without unto- of Nell herself, In court dress. The
who had quickly joined me: "Didn't the seventh day following Cameron's
find him, eh? Well, that's not strange. receipt of the second letter I ob- ward event, and I felt sure that my king appeared also on the right. In
friend was gradually coming around hunting costume, and on the left was
Having lost the bowl of hla pipe, he's served In him a growing nervous
probably gone to borrow another
which with praiseworthy ef- to my way of thinking. Neither of another figure of his favorite in less
from a Inundryman friend In Cos fort he was evidently striving to over- us mentioned the subject, but It must ornamental garb. According to the
Cob; and that, by the way,. Is about come. Of my visit to the red giant have recurred to him, at Intervals, as legend which accompanied this Inantique,
it was Nell
the nearest place for you to buy gas- and the tragedy which followed it, he It did to me. And as the hours went teresting
was, of course, informed; as he had by without a sign,, the conviction Gwynne's own handiwork.
olene."
It possessed for me a certain fasThe next day I spent at my office, been of the incident In the wood, in- grew that Murphy, "with hands tied,
In New York, busy with the hundred cluding the finding of the bullet-pierce- was fretting over the coup he was de- cination due more to Its history than
fey
bt
Its beauty, for It was not the most
piece of canvas. Every- terred from compassing.
details that go to the making of a
Mrs. Lancaster, whom I have men- artistic of creations, and as Cameron
periodical which alms to focus popu- thing, save only that Evelyn was the
Horace Hazeltine
tioned merely as Cameron's house- poked about for his Baudelaire, I
lar sentiment to a righteous view- discoverer of the portrait remnant
point concerning matters of national which I thought best under the cir keeper, but who was, in addition, a stood gazing at the glass and thinkand social Import. For the time be- cumstances to keep secret was told distant kinswoman and acted as a ing of all I had ever read of the Iling my consideration of Cameron and to him in detail, and with all the clr- sort of duenna to Evelyn, dined with literate, but saucy, sprightly actress
uo.
IMWngUb, UN A. u. Jtcuiurg
his strange problem was suspended cumstantlality necessary to an Intel- us that evening, and our little partle whose sole claim to fame hung on her
,
Now and then the subject recurred to I llgent discussion of even the minutest carree seemed to me more than us- - winning the favor of that
SYNOPSIS.
ually merry, owing doubtless to the royal hypocrite, Charles II.
me, dragged into the mental light on point.
Robert Cameron, capitalist,
My description of Mu-pHere's the binding!" I hird Cam
consults i the train of Evelyn Grayson; but al
elicited relaxation of the strain which both
..,, v ijtir, nrwsimnt-puoiisner, re- - most immediately It was burled be- from him a recollection. He remem- Cameron and I had been under for eron say, and turned from the mirror
anonymous
threatening
he
letters
fardlng
to the table, where he had found his
The first promise a sample neath a question of editorial policy bered having seen the man once. It the past week.
of the writer's power on a certain day. or a debate regarding a contract for was on
so sought-fo- r
my
4
host
Evelyn
see
to
gratified
me
July.
It
treasure beneath a pile of
of
the
Fourth
On that day the head Is mysteriously cut
remember heavier, grosser works.
I
infrom a portrait of Cameron while the latwhite paper at an extortionate
and Mrs. Lancaster, Cameron's house- unfelgnedly .cheerful.
ter is In the room. Clyde has a theory crease In price.
"You know something of book
keeper, had accompanied' Cameron to how he laughed over Mrs. Lancaster's
that the portrait was mutilated while the
room was unoccupied and the head later
When, however, my business day what Is called "The Portof Missing recital of an Incident of the morning. binding," he went on, with enthusi
Jemoved by mcanp of a string, unnoticed was ended, and I had boarded the Men," a resort for motorists, On the
"I had no idea," she said, "that An- asm.
Now examine that carefully.
by
Cameron. Evelyn Grayson. Cameron's
niece, wlln whom Ciyde Is In love, finds train for
the whole In siftnmit of Titicus mountain. They drew," referring to the kennel maBter, and tell me if you ever saw anything
me more exquisite. I had It done in Lon
the head of Cameron's portrait nailed to volved enigma spread Itself again had lunched there and were returning "was married.
He astonished
n tree, where it was had been used as a
target. Clyde pledges Evelyn to secrecy. before me, demanding attention. And by a route which took them over a when he told me he had a wife and don, last year. It's a copy of one of
Clyde learns that a Chinese boy employed In the midst of It, dominating
It, succession of execrable roads, but three children. And when I told him Le Gascon's."
hy Phlletus Murphy, an artist living
'nearby, had, borrowed a rifle from Cam- stretching his great Bhadow over it through some of the most glorious he did not look like a married man
At first sight It seemed all glitter
eron's lodgekeeper. Clyde makes an exto the
limit, appeared that scenery In the whole state of Con- he seemed rather pleased than other- ing gold, but on closer inspection I
cuse to call on Murphy and Is repulsed. frowsy farthest
red giant. Murphy, a myBtery necticut. For a while they had been wise."
found that the groundwork was bright
He pretends to be Investigating alleged
Infractions of the game laws.
"It is odd," Cameron returned, "but red morocco, Inlaid with buff, olive.
within a mystery;
for, though he following a stream, willow-girt- ,
that
husband
a
bed
It seems always to flatter
seemed to pervade It, there was no went babbling down over a rocky
and marble leather, the spaces close
CHAPTER V (Continued).
point at which I could discover him which at intervals broke the waters to tell htm he doesn't look it." And ly filled with very delicate and beauhalf-waamenI
At last
saw him
quite touching it.
Into a series of falls and cascades. At then he laughed as though he had no tiful pointllle traceries. It was a verable to reason. Now that he was out
In vain I tried to detect a real con the foot of one of these they had care on earth.
itable gem In its way, and I could not
of the shadow, I saw too, more clear- nection. I started with the letters. stopped the car and alighted for a
After dinner we had the usual
for his raptures.
ly, what manner of man he was. His They bore no single characteristic better view, and bo had come upon music, and Evelyn sang again that blame Cameron
When I had applauded and be- head, as I had already discerned It mark of this uncouth creature. As an the unexpected.
lyric of Baudelaire's, this time in the pralsed to his content, he took the litthrough the gloom, was abnormally artist he might have devised the curi
But the melody
Seated upon a great bowlder, his original French.
volume from my hand and openlarge, yet not out of proportion with ous silhouette signature, but there easel planted between the stones of brought back to me in vivid vision tle
ing It,
his herculean torso. His red hair, was something about that some ciln the stream's shallows, was a' red- our chance meeting in the woods and observedwith a sort of slow reverence,
with something like patron
frowsy, unkempt, was of such abund nlng, Inventive
subtlety which I headed,
Colossus, in a all its train of circumstances.
ise:
ance that, in the dark, Its outline had could not reconcile with the ogre I Boiled suit of khaki and a monstrous
When I had finished applauding,
"I'm afraid you don't quite under
given me a grotesquely magnified im had played upon, .stung to anger and straw hat such as Is worn by harvesting-farCameron turned to me.
stand Baudelaire."
pression. His red beard, too, was aroused to curiosity.
Baudelaire?"
you
mers.
me
"Do
like
that
Cameron told
"Does anybody?" I flung back.
thick, long, and untrlmmed. What lit
"I like his art," I answered, "and
That he could either have con all three of them made bold to peep
"He Is not so obscure as his critic
tle of his face showed, was sunburned oelved or executed the ruin of the over the painter's shoulder at his his frank artificiality,"
would
have us believe," Cameron asto what, In the dim light, seemed the portrait I did not believe possible. work, and then, though It was of the
"He appeals to me," Cameron con
color of Ipe russet apples. His eyes The conception, like the letters and most mediocre quality, to shower him fessed, "decadent though he is. I serted. "Sit down in that lounging
were nearly indiscernible, deep set, tho signature, bore evidence or a with laudatory and congratulatory have read everything he ever wrote, I chair a moment, and I'll read you
something." And as I obeyed, he
under bushy red brows.
"
think, proae and verse. Did you ever drew up a chair for himself, speaking
craftiness too fine for such as he; and phrases.
...
T
"If you had shown the least bit of to fancy him, mammoth that he was,
''I can fancy how he thanked you," see my copy of his 'Fleurg du Mai
all the while In denunciation of Tolhumanity to brother men In distress,1
stealing unobserved into Cameron's I broke in, smiling. "I suppose he The casket is worthy of Its contents, stoi and the injustice of his criticism.
I responded. In a half Jocular, vein, stury, was to fancy the Incredible.
little
exquisitely
bound
most
very
Is
something
the
It
rude."
said
One poem after another he read,
"I'd probab.ly never thought of this
And so, though the Impression of
"He said nothing at all. He simply volume I ever saw. Come, I'll show while I lay back listening. To his
Demg your place, ana you Deing you; Intimate
relationship
I stopped painting, and turning, fixed it to you."
persisted,
credit he read them well, though he
and the Incident of the morning could find no point of contact, closer his eyes upon me. It was as If he
I excused myself to Mrs. Lancaster,
paused often in
to explain
forgotten."
mleht have been
or more definite than through his saw no other one of us. He seemed and with pretended formality bent
I thought I heard his teeth grit to-- servant's rifle practice, which after to be making a careful appraisement over Evelyn's hand, brushing It with what he thought I might regard as an
affectation or, as Tolstoi has put It,
"
gether In his effort to suppress a ris all might have been quite without mo- of my every feature. After a mo- my lips.
"an intentional obscurity."
ing rage. I certainly saw his hands tive.
whis
Won't vou be back?" she
and
ment it grew embarrassing,
There was one verse which Imclench; and then, with an assumption
There was little, therefore. In- the though I did not resent It feeling pered.
pressed me particularly as
of Indifference, he took a final puff line of reason, to convict Murphy of rather that we, ourselves,, had been
"I hone so." was my answer. 'But It, and remained with me forhea read
long
at his cigar and tossed it, sparkling, any knowledge of the matters which In the wrong I very speedily with- I can't promise."
while afterward, for. In view of everyamong the weeds of his lawn..
a
to
Is
have
yet,
it
us.
I
And
a
trial
as
"Oh,
so
what
disturbed
had
drew. To my surprise he rose from
It was evident to me, now, that In have said, I felt intuitively that he his stone seat; and, palette and selfiBh uncle!" she murmured as 1 thing, it seemed to have a special
The lines to which I
spite of the nonchalance he affected possessed an intimate acquaintance brush in hand, followed us up the went.
refer have been translated Tn this
11
my reference to the Chinaman's with the whole affair.
through
the
me
led
watching
Cameron
to
road,
acclivity
the
little
way:
poaching, and his presence at Crag-hol- t,
At the Greenwich station, I found in silence, until we got back into our brary, across the hall, and thence In
a
had aroused his interest, and so my touring car waiting; my mother car, and wheeled away."
Into
dove
study,
he
where
to his
From Heaven's high balconies
hoping to draw him out, I continued
In the tonneau. My chauffeur touched
"Did you gather from his Inspection miniature book rack reserved for his Seel In their threadbare robes the dead
r
years cast their eyes.
the
man
told
"Your
his cap as I approached.
that he recognized you, or thought he favorites. After a moment of fruitless
And from the depths below regret's wan
that you sent him over to borrow
"You may drive, Francois," I said, recognized you?" I asked.
search he said
smile appears.
rifle."
and I took the place at my mother's
"It isn't here. How stupid! I took
"I gathered only that he meant to
Cameron
I
remember,
sat with his back to the
ago,
"You don't mean-- to tell me you'd side:
be Insufferably rude," was Cameron's It upstairs a week
believe a Chinaman, do you?" he re"You look tired, Philip," she an answer.
It Is In my dressing room. Do you door leading to the passageway, and
facing, diagonally, across the table,
.'turned.
nounced when I had kissed her. "Was
"And .you have never seen him mind coming up?"
My own
"It wasn't for me to believe or
Did I mind coming up? How glad the Nell Gwynne mirror.
it very warm in the city?" Her eyes since?"
r
believed were ever quick to note infinitesimal
The
He wa gaze was on him as he read.
I was to see him Interested!
"Never."
As he finished the verse, a portion
him."
changes in my appearance of
"He has evidently seen you. He more like the old Cameron than he
"And so he borrowed a rifle, and
spoke of the Russian
had been at any time In the past sev of which I have quoted, be lifted his
I answered, that go about with you."
en davB. My golf prescription had eyes, I thought to meet mine, but his
then with one of Cameron's own
"Not uncomfortable,"
look rose over my head, and clung,
struments of destruction proceeded indulgently.
'I had a very busy day,
proved even more ,efficaclous than
Cameron made no response.
while his lids widened, and into every
to destroy Cameron's game? Is that though. But I'm not the less fit be
"Well," I added. In a tone meant to had dared hope.
It? What did He shoot? A deer or cause of It." '
At the risk of being tedious I line of his face there came a rigid.
be reassuring, "I think we need' have
white
one of those starved-lookin"We have had some little excite- little fear of a continuance of this must describe Cameron's dressing startled expression, half amazement.
annoyance. room. It was not large probably 20 half horror. And in that instant of
of
dogs tha.t Cameron has following hlrn ment here," she hastened, eager to singular
method
about?"
give me the news. "Old Romney Though we can't trace it directly to feet square with three doors; one on tense silence the "Fleurs du Mai"
finger.
Apparently Murphy knew much called you up on the telephone about Murphy and his unfortunate Mongoli each of the three sides. That which slipped from Nhls nerveless
more of my friend than my friend noon. I happened to answer It, my- an, I thoroughly believe that one or admitted from the passageway faced struck the table edge; and dropped
self, and when I told him you were In the other was responsible. With the that which opened into the bath room. with unseemly echo to the floor.
knew of Murphy.
In a breath I was on my feet and
"Neither, I fancy. In fact, I'm no, New York, and would not be back Chinaman dead and Murphy in jnil, On the left, the third door connected
sure just what he did shoot in the until six, it Just seemed he couldn't the persecution will cease. The threat with Cameron's bedchamber. On the staring where his vision had focussed.
way of game. But he seems to have wait to unburden himself. 'Won't you contained In the second letter will right were two windows, giving upon I hardly know what I expected to see.
Indulged in a bit of target practice. please tell him, Mrs. Clyde, he said, never be executed. See If I ra not an outside balcony. Between them I am sure nothing would have surprised me. And yet I was scarcely
was a
He found a piece 'of an old portrait, 'that Mr. Murphy's Chinaman was right!"
ruin
at
My hope of putting .Cameron
tacked it to a tree, and shot holes In found at daybreak this morning, lying
To the left of the bath room door prepared for the Inexplicable
The
It. Rather silly, eh?' Foolish for him dead. Just outside Murphy's back euse, however, was not rewarded. He was the entrance to a huge closet, which my sight encountered.
continued to exhibit signs of an al- guarded by a heavy curtain of old glass of the N'fll Gwynne mirror was
to chance getting Into trouble .for door?'"
"Found dead!" I cried, in amaze- most constant apprehension. There rose velvet. To the right, was a sta- In atoms.
child's play of that sort."
,
and above it a
tionary
Cameron rose, a little unsteadily I
"How do you know that?" he ment..
was. Indeed, a sympathy-stirrin"That Is what he said. Then he pathos about the nervous disquiet of rectangular mirror, probably ten inch- thought, and coming around the table,
growled, with an Inadvertent dropping of his mask. There was no mis- added that the poor fellow's head had this man, usually so Impenetrably es wide and a foot long, and very joined me In closer Inspection of his
I can find no
And at moments, In curiously framed. Across from this, wrecked hereditament.
taking, now, tttit I had made captive been crushed with some heavy Instrument, and that Mr. Murphy had been spite of me, a suspicion gripped and against the wall which divided the word adequate to the description of
his attention.
Amazement
"I saw the target," I answered, arrested on suspicion and was In the held that he'had' not been entirely room from the passage, was an enor- what we experienced.
Cos Cob lockup."
Imply.
frank; that somewhere in his past mous chiffonier, or chest of drawers. and all its synonyms are far too
was -- something
unrevealed In the room's center was a round feeble for the task. We were certainFor a full minute, I think, I sat In there
."That's like saying, 'I caught a
twelve-pounbass. Here's the hook silent amaze. Then theories and con- which might serve as a clue, If not table, on which rested a reading ly more than appalled. What we saw
jectures In infinite variety gave an explanation, to the present. But lamp. Between the table and the suggested to me spontaneous disinand line to prove it."'
was a reclining chair. Oth- tegration. If such a thing were poschase, one after the other, through these doubts of him were always
"I have a scale of the bass."
my excited brain. But it was more transitory-- .
"A what?"
er chairs, three or four, were varlous-- ' sible, which I believe it is not, it
of September fell ly placed.
your Chinaman dropped than ever difficult, I fotyyi, to reach
. "Something
might have explained the condition of
The twenty-firs- t
My office deanything like a satisfactory conclu- that year on Monday.
I have given those facts because the
beside the tree."
mirror. No other ascription
Phlegmatic though he was, some- sion concerning the position the now manded my presence, but I arranged they are necessary to an' Intelligent (seemed admissible; for, though the
thing very like a start followed upon lifeless Celestial and his accused roas- affairs as well as possible by tele- understanding of what I am about to glass remained In Its frame not so
my words. Then, as If to cover the ter held In the chain of mysteries I phone and devoted the entire day to relate. That In furnishing and adorn much as a splinter having been
movement, he shrugged his shoul- wished so much to solve. That tbey Cameron.' When I told him I meant meht the room was plainly utllltarl dropped. It was fractured
into a
were both of them more or less Im- to do this he protested, pretending an Is not so material. But there Is thousand tiny pieces, resembling a
ders, and chuckled ponderously.
portant links, however, I had small that he was quite without foreboding; one exception to this general declara- crystal mosaic, Incapable of any but
"His visiting card, I suppose."
"Nearly as good," I supplied. "The doubt.
while the unconscious tapping of his tion which demands to be specified. the most minute reflections. And the
"
"Did you know Mr. Murphy?" my foot on the rug, even as he spoke, be- The mirror above the wash-stanpos. change to this condition from a fair,
bowl of his opium pipe."
At that moment Jerry came around mother asked. And all at once I lled his words.
sessed a distinction quite aside from unmarred panel had been wrought
We spent the better part of the day Its practical utility. This was by no without sound and seemingly without
the corner of the house, and stopped reallted that her question was a
abruptly, stupefied, by surprise;
for repetition. In my absorption I had golfing over the Apawamls links at means the first time I had seen It. human agency.
true the often mouth of the alaut net hevded the original Inquiry.
Rye, luhtl.lug at the club house b- - Cameron bad showed It to m, with n

ttre

Issued a roar of fcass laughter,
that reverberated In weird discord-

SERI

STORY

J

lwn
nerves

. "Nobody knows
him," I answered,
unconsciously echoing the words
voiced by the man In the catboat on
the previous night. "Nobody knows
him. But I've met him in a rather
casual way."
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SAVAGE

THE CASH GROCERY.

and fWr

Editor

PUBLISHED WEEKLY
Entered Febuary 8th 1907 at le Kenna,
ond Class
Mexico, Post Office, as

New
Mail Matter.

itr

Pf
Advance

fear

8
8

HAS
Everything thai is go:d to eat,

-

Subscription 100

STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES

In

IJ

Must Double My Sales.
Proprietor.

0

Remember

The Kenna Bank & Trust Co

v.
to Roswell

Joyce-Prui- t

.

(satisfied.

adv.

Shortly after January 1st
each postmaster will be

1913
fur-nish- ed

and
Vii.

Offio

I

Claimant

names

'
!

v ;;

t--

5

PARSONS & EtiWAkDS

g

Attorney a at Cant

?

Land Olflce Practice a

Specialty. '

SUMNER,

FORT

N.

J.

M .

?,

as witnesses:

iorr?4

serial no. Oli W. for northeast M: and on Oct.
22, 1909, made Add. entry, serial no.
(r.im.Rlcii. See. 33. T. 0 south, R. 31 E
nonce
N M P. Meridian.
"as men
three-yea- r
of Intention to make Final
nrorf, to establish claihv to tuts lanu
above described, before Van C. bavagc
it. s. 'nmmlssloner. in his office, at
Ketma, N. M.. on Dec. 24, 1912.

ftObERSON,

R. L.

The Barber

N'ntlre for Publication.
ir.'iftlO
04C9H
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office, at Hoswell, N. M.,
Nov. 19, 1912.
,
. .
Notice is hereby given that John u
mm.
NeMexico,
Konnn,
.Tones, of
Oct. 26, 1908. made homestead entry.

-- NORTn

81DE-Ag-

ent

for the Panhandle Steam

Laundry, of Amarillo. Taxaa

-

(Bas flier.

N. M.

"

Charley l'. Dayton, Mnrion O. H1K I.ee I?.
.
i:oberis:n, John H. ( larl;. all or won.
T. C. Tillotsoni Heulsten

.

Ramona Block

.loan isa &

r

I9I'J.

In

ROSWELL,

N.

November 7, 1912.
Notice is lieroliy Riven mm jowimi ...
in.,
N. M.. w no, on jan.
see.
tn.ide H. K ser. no. 08M. for northwest
entry
7; find on Mh y 10, 10O0. tnnde ndditioniil
serial no. OlWi. TorUitsB 1. Bectlun o. ,mn
weStSwiU.e northeast H. section 7, Two. 6
sotlth, KnnKC 30 east. n. in. p. meridian nas
filed notice of intention to make final
tbree-yeaProof, to establish chilni to the
land above described, before Dan C. Snvatre,
S. Commissioner, in his ofrlce at Kennn.

lec. S3.

Specialty.

A
.

Jett, of Doax.

N. M. on

office practice

Land

Phon.

No 13 K

ROY C. McHENRY
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Kobbs Building,

Claimant names as witnesses:

Xolicc for rubllrntioii.

Washington,

NOTICE

oiT6.va

D. C.

Cartft office Practice
a Specialty
I'OLICAJIOX.

VOlt

04045, C S.
F.
Department of the Interior. U.' S.
Iand Office at Fort Sumner. N. L.
Vovember 7. 11)12.
Keiitemljei-2."i- ,
1912.
Xotloe is hfereby Hiven that Iee'lt. Uoliert
Notice is herehy given that ' Willn
19,
1909.
Apr.
irnde
on
who,
M.
son.of Hoaz. N.
At wood of Olive,
ho, on March l,'l07.
H P.. Serial No. 017556. for Lots 3 k 4; and made
homestend entry No. 01045, for north

Department of the Interior, U. S,
Land Office, at Roswell, N. M

non-coa-

l,

.

V

Stealers" in

Siuilding Material,
.

:

I

soutn west H section 25, Township 4
south Ranue 27
has filed east, n, m. Meridian,
hns Bled notice of in
i.
three-year
tention to mahe
Proof, to establish
proof, to establish claim to the land above de claim to the land above described, before
Com
S.
C.
U.
Savaice.
Dan
seribed, before
Dun r. Snvairc, u. S- Commissioner, in his
missioner. In his ofllce at Kenna. N. M.. on the
at Kenna, N. M. on Dec. IS, lilt.
S3rd of December 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
(Mfllmnnt names as witnesses:
William H. Stephens. Ka.l 8. Iloatwlelt.
Klurion O. Mills. AlmnnL. Crow son. Sidney Clarence ronir. Mary A. llrown all of Olive,
N.
N
J.
V. C. HKMHT
Bouire. William 10. Hlnshaw. all of Hoaz,
Itenisier.
T. C. Tillotson. Keirlster.
if.
nw!
section 1, Townninp
8H
Kantre S3 east. n. m. p. Meridian,
notice of intention to make Kinul

Farm Implements.
iAlse Proprietors ef

lY.

She Vienna Sfin'tthcp.

r

five-yea-

M5-.U-

XCell

'(:

alcanized Jroit and ifin
Repairing Vieatln and Promptly Qcne

"taxings, ffanks, all kinds cf

-

Q:

f

yiimmans iftrcs.

Denartment of the Interior, IT.
tnnrt Office at Roswell. N. M. Nov
29,1912. Notice is hereby Riven tfcat
formerly

t

04!l
Depurtmcnt ot the Interior,
U, tj. Land
Land Office at Fort Sumner. N. M..
non-coa-

011012

XOork.

13

0TKK F0K rt'BLH'ATlOJI.

Notice for l'libUration.

l

Si

C. B.

OCt. 4, IVIX

Notice Is hereby itiven that William A.
Iliiee, of Klkins, N. M who, on Jan. 30. 1908,
made ij. K. No. 01961 for Si&H Section 38
UnnifeS7-lS- ,
. M. P, Meridian,
Townshii
has Bled notice of intention to make Pinal

Florence A. Hull, of Elklns.
Roden. who. on Sept. 7, 19(6,
Florence
made U.K. 91M, Serial No.OHOai. for wV4 BK'A
thi NW!, Sec. 21, Township 7 S, Uane It
Tlirce-YehProof, to establish claim to the
huH filed
X. M. P. M erid'.nn
noticed'
Five Yeiir land above described, before H. P. Lively,
Intrntlon to make Final
U. S. Commissioner In his office, nt Elklns. N.
nroiir. to rxtahlish oluim to the Inn
above doHoribed. before H. 1. Lively M on the 4th day of December, 1919.
V. S. CommlHHloncr.tn Ins ofllce, at Klliins,
Claimant names as witnesses:
N. M. on Jan. 7. IUIX
Hen N. Muncy. Charles S. LuaU. John W,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Oassoian, James L, Chatten, all of Klltins, N. M
Uenjuail
Fred Hiluenfeld. Frank Wrii-'hC. C. HENHY,
L. Cooper, Ixuis N. Todd, all of F.lhins, N. M
3.
Keifister.
T. C. TILLOTSON,
ReglBter
d 6 J 1
Xotice for
N. M

H1- -

I1

r

turn card ot the 6ender;

other-- :

O. W. ZINK

wise they will not be accepted
for mailing.
GOVERNMENT

The RoswclJJewel n:

tails attention to

COAL

LANDS.
f
During the past three and
years the United States Geone-hal-

LAWS.

ISoelMler.

Roelstei'

GREAT VALUES IN

EXTRACTS FROM THE PARCEL POST

till
&m

DAVID L. GEYER

TILLAJISU.N,

Robert T.. Scott. Judson T. A'ibott. John F
Jones, llnlt T.. Cliibb. nil of Kenna. N. M.
T. C. T1LLOTSON.

Co. of Roswell

has been selling the MUSE'S
BEST flour to their most fastidious customers for several years
If it is good for the big "guys"
it is better for "dry claimers"
P, T. Bell will handle this flour
in the future and yon can buy
it as cheap a you can the cheaper grades sold by other merch
ants. Your money back if not

.

C

Notice for Publication.
01 w
tViMI
Department of the Interior.
1 and
Office, at Roswell,

w. m. Scott,

a-iu-

stead 320 acres, and is well
pleased with the appearance of
this country and it is very probable that he will move his family here.
Frank Good arrived yesterday
from Lamesa, Texas, with car
of household goods. He is now
ready for housekeeping as his
family is here and he has rented the Carmichael residence.

.

T.

reo

Respectfully Yours,

1. Ldiuciieiu i ikm
this week after a
months vacation on the ranch
north of town.
Ben Strauss of Mena, Ark
was in town this week closing
up some business matters. Mr.
Strauss has traded property in
Ark. for the W. J. Ilealh home:1TS.

......

age and your friendship.

William Horner. I.ee K. Robertson, Mnrion
M- O. Mills, Willinm C. Maples, all of Una. N.

J$

W. W. Hammett.
F. J. Williamson and Bob
Roberson are off this week for
the tail timbers about 33 miles
west of here. Said they were
going rabbit hunting.
Mm. Frank Good and children
of Lamesa, Texas, arrived Wednesday. Frank Good, her hus- is Strictly a Home Institution and we have a perband is on the road with car of sonal interest in your welfare. Give us your patronhouse hold goods and is expected
to arrive in Kenna this week.
They expect to locate here and
will remain in town this winter
convenient to school.

e Vienna Sruqstere.
Stokes, of Hour.. Sew Mexico, who. on leo
entry. I ('Ml, aerial Pure, Jresh Sntgs A 'Chemicals,
SO, ISO)", made homestead
number 014111. for southeast k. see. H, anil on
)lcdieiket 4 iStak
Pec. 21. 1009, made additional entry, Serial to'iii Patent
II.
o'jll.to.
U
section
norihcnat
nr
number
edies. iftaticnerii. Rubber 2ccds
otanMilo t south, rahke 29 csst, n. m. i.
meridian, hastlled notice of Intention lo o.nke Hcilet sirtides.
proof, to establish cliiim lo
llnnl three-yen- r
the Inml above described, hefore I'nn C.
Pienna,
V. S. Commissioner. In his office, at Kennn. Now Merlon, on IX'ceniber 21. 1913.

rj

Oscar R,oferson,

if

tfurgecn, and Prep,

A

Claimant names ns witnesses:

From tho Factory.

LOCAL AND PERSONAL.
Mrs. P. T. Bell left tins week
for different points in Texas
where she will visit her mother
and sisters.
Mrs. P. C. Smith left this
week for Oakwood, Tex., where
she will visit her daughter, Mrs.

9htzkim

-

NEW GOODS FRESH

application

Fiscus.

Dr. H. L.

031136

1

Dopartmona of the Interior, U. h
Land Office, at Roswell, N. M.,
NOV. 12, 1912.
Notice Is hrrehy Riven Hint Ford E.

Nuv-air-

At prices to suit the times.

Adrertiselne rates madeknown

runucATiox.
for
It

01

ia

t,

large

and complete stock of Watches,
Clocks, Rings, Charms and
Chains
A full and complete line of
Novelties, just what j ou want
to buy for your wife, your bus
band or your Sweetheart for. a
Christinas present. Call iii and
let us show you these-prettllii'igs and he convinced.
The prices are right and the
goods are guaranteed to be per- tcctly satifac tory.
"G VV. Zixk,
Any.
The Jewler.

M5-DI-

riihlication.

02H5H

Notice for Publication.
012634

Department of the Interior, V. S.
Land Orfice at Roswell, N. M, Nov.
29, 1912.
Notice is herehy Riven that
JohnH. MeElroy, of Elkins, N. M. who,
ou July 5, 1U07, made H. K. No. 1215
Section
Serial No. 012634, for SV
33, Township 6 S., Ranse
li, N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Final five year

ological Survey has classified as
coal land 17,459.105 acres in the
public lai;d States, and this land
has been restored to sale. The
2,
appraised value of this land, as
fixed by the Survey as b. result
proof to establish claim to the land
tbove described, before H. P. Lively,
of geologic examinations, and
" S. Commissioner, in his office, at
promulgated by the General
Elkins, N. M. on January 7, 1913,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Land Office aggregrtes a total of
William r. Smith. Jojn W. Sryder, (Jeorire
$742,G20,G-19The minimum
C. Coopei, James O. Hicks, all of Elkins, N. M.
T. C. TILLOTSON,
valuation for the same lands,
Register.
d 6 ) 3
at which they might have been
.
rt
purchased a few years ago bevviitju
Notice for I'uhllcation.
your iiace come 101
017224
021296
fore the policy cf classification making proof, just rememhei
e tinrtment of the Interior, U. S.
wss adapted, is but 295,979,140. that if you como early, you wit Office ut Itoswell. N. M., Nov. 9. lDli, 11.
Frank
Notice Is hereby civ en
most surely get through in due McOrew. of Klltins, N. M. who. that
on Vnr. 27, lUOS
OI7i'.'4,
K.
made H.
serial No.
Subscribe for the Record?
for SKW. and on
time.
Jan. 3. 1910. made udd'l entry. er .No.GjUJfl

with one or more copies
of the ( fficial Parcel Post Map
of the United States, showing
the unit of erea in which the
post office is locat' d and the
eight postal zones indicating the
distance on which the parcel
post rate of postage a'e bised.
' Scales of adequate capacity
will be furnished tre postmast
ers. Tape lii.es six feet in
length for measuring the size of
Parcel post packages will be
furnished to all postmasters.
Distinctive parcel post stamps
will he issued to each postmastCatarrh Cannot Be Cured
er. On and after Jan. lit 11U3
u tiify cannot met
"loi
ordinary postage blclllipS Will tae Lott otai.tl
t'atarrU U a biood or coiiHttlu cure I, ,uu liiuai
luiwiui uiwmt. wiu
not be valid for postage on Uiuriial reinMiloa,
In.
tlall'i C'aUnh Cure
uu a
uiiv. .ijf uh.ii ,,ic umvu khu iiiuriuia
quck m:i.
matter, ouch niat- - "'' It wa' priwrlutJ
f ourtn-clas- b
cirriibyturone tof not
the bent
,,J " w" prnxTiiniun.
ordinarv mmtnun ta to romiwwl ,orof vi
ter learincr wiumaijr
tilt!
tonlm known, ronibmi-bt
with tne bint blood ptiriflfr.
on lit
stainjis will bo tivatt'd as "IL id ibucou
conibinalion or the
itirface. Tb
two InKrcillFnta la what produrrs aurh wondprftil
'
pottage.
f ir
la curing catarrh. Stud tor tintiinomnls. frp.
V. 1. ( HKSEY
CO.. i'ropa., iolfUo. O.
AH parcels must bear the re- - bold bf DruKKtma.
MaUa
t'UU for con.llpatloa.
.

.

-

urui--

r

IUK

!

tuki--

m

tiliyhlt-tu-

itlris-tl-

iert-r- t

pr!i--

?.

".Sc.

I

for
sw'. Sec. 22, Township 6 S Range 27 E
N. .L P. Meridian, has filod notice of

toniake Final three year
If you are Proving up on intention
Proof, to establish claim to
land
your claim be sure and read above described, before IL P.thef.ivtly.
your Publication Notice care u. S. Commissioner, in his office, at
N. M , on Jan. 6, 1913.
fully when it appears in the Elkins,
Claimant names ns witnesses:
Edward ti. Mcllride, John IL Doolev,
paper, and if there are any erAmos E. Smith, Columbus Cave, all. of
rors notify this office promptly
Elkins, N. M.T. C. Tillotson,
and they will be corrected.
p 6 i J
Register,

Department of

iand

Office

Nov. 9. 1813.

U

or,

at Roswell,

S.

N. M

Notice Is hereby eriven that.

Luther

M. Carmichael. of Kenna. N. Ivf.. one of
the heirs of lieeeher C. Carmichael, deceased
who, on December S3, 19on, made H. K. serial
ko.
for northwest M section 9, Township
soiith. Hnnire t east. N, m. p. ner-dia-

has filed notice of intention to
make Final three-yeproof, to cstab- usa claim to the land above described,
Dan
C. Savage. U. S. Commisbefore
sioner, in hia office, at Kenna M. M
ar

on Dec. 23,

1912..

Claimant names as witnesses:

Marion O. Mills, William Horner, Wil.
liam K. McCormick, these of Boat, N. M.
and Claud L. Curry, of Kenna, N. M.,
T. C. TILLOTSON,

Register,
Notice for ruhliention.
051(9.

0SII87

Department of tho Interior, U. S.
Land Office, at Roswell, N. ill.,
November T, 101!.
Notice is hereby iriven that Almon L.
Boa. N. M. who, on Nov. 27, 1908. mafia
homestead entiy Serial number 06149. toravii
section 88, and on Dec. 31. 1908, made additional enlev, serial no. osi t.rr. for
u .nnnn x
Twi. S. Uanire 29 K, n. m. p. Meridian, haa
Hied notice of Intention to make Final three
year proof, to establish claim to the land
described, hefore Dan C. Savave. U. S.
Commissioner, in hisofHoe at Kenna, N. M,
on December S3, 101J.
Crow-son.-

Claimant names as witnesses:

Marlon O. Mills, Lee R. Robertson, William
A.Coker. Alvin P. Smith, all of Iloai. N. M.
T: Ci Tillotson, Iteylster.

'o(loe for Piihllnitlnn.

FOIt 1TBL1CATI0N.

NOTICE
0123H1

non-ron-

Departnmct of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Roswell. N. M.
Deo., lflii. Xotlce Is lwie'iy given tint John

W. Hamni, of Klklns, N. M.' who. on April 9.
nmde ii. K. litwi. Serial No. in.v,o, for
SWV. and on Oct. 12. 1W, nindo utlillt entry
S"erlal J?o. tf.'lHol fur S'K'I See. 1.1, Township 7
f,JRaniKi 21 ft. N. Mi l, Mellritiint hits tiled
nut'lee of Intention to make Mnnl me mm
IflOT,

bp-fo- re

- Notice Is hereby given that
William
E. Hitchcock, of Roswe'l, N M. who, on
'Nor. - 9, 1909, made homestead entry

serial no. 20CM, for wVS wX section 23: and
nortlieast X; north H of the northwest H
section !2, Townships, south. Itantre 27 east
filed notice of Intention
I). m- - Dai. ha
Proof, to establish
t8 make rlflal three-yeactatrrt td th land above described, before
Register or Receiver, U. S. Land OlTlee, at
RoswelU N. M; on Jan. 15. 1913
Claimant-- names as witnesses:
Frank IJ. MoOrew, Ed Mcllride. Deroy 0.
Cave, these of Ellilns, N. M. and William G
Bice, of Roswell, N, M.
T. C. TILLOTSON,
'
D13 JlO
Register.
r

PCI1LICATIOX

li)-nso-

non-doa-

tVrttlfltneHt of tile Interior, V. Srr Land
Nov. 30, 1012.
at Roswell, N. M.
fvotlge is hereby tfiven that Louis G. Gross
of Thornham, N. M. who on Nov. 14. 1912.
made H- - E. Serial No. 0260M. for SK. See.
9, T'qwnship. '6 8.. Ranee, 34 E. N. M. P.
Meridian has' Bled notice of Intention to

, make tlnal three year proof, to establish
claim" tJ the land above described, before
Commissioner,
in his
Dah C. Savaite. U.-S- .'
'
office at Kenna. N. M. on Jan. 13, 1013.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Millard C. linker. Robert C. linker. Fred W.
Davis, these of Nobe, N. M., and Oscar A,
Gross, of Thornham, N. M.
T. C. TlLLoTSONT.

Register.

NOTICE FOIt PUBLICATION.
ntUKtfi
'

Department of the Interior tL
Land Office at Roswell, 'N. M.,

"

non-coa-

,-ial

4

live-yea- r

-

1111.

non-coa-

'

nv

Notice is hereby Uiven that Doss
Slack, of Route 3. Etidn, N. M. who. on Aug--.
Si, 1909, made H. K. Serial No. 0I9S24. for S'-- i
Sec. 20, Township S, ItanitO 33, E , N. M. P
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make
Proof, to establish claiui
Final three-yea- r
to the land above described, before Dun C.
Savaite, U. S. Commissioner, in bis oltlce at
Kenna. N. M. on Jan. 15. 1013.

Claimant names as witnesses:

Ira Miller, "William O. Tunnehill. John P
Smith, these of Route 3. Elidu, N. M. and
Lom&n L. Peach, of Judson, N, M.
T, C. Tii,buT.-)N-i
DliJlO
Reitlster.
FOH PUBLICATION.

nort-co-

"

1

-2

4,

ll,

--

D13-J1- 0

n

ju

non-coa-

DI3-J1-

ar

ar

1

021011

that

H. Wood, of Kenna. N. M. who on Feb.
1108, made II, E. 14209. Serial No 014109. for
EH SW, SWJ SWK. Section 20: and SI!
8EM. Seotlon 27; and on Dec. 7. I'ioi, made
dd'L entry. Serial No. teiull, for NE.' N'K,
NWJ4 NEX. EH NE'. Section 31, Township
S,, Range 31 E N. M. P. Meridian, bu
Hied notice of Intention to make flnal three
year Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Dan C. Karaite. V.
S. Commissioner,
in his office at Kenna, N.
M. on January 14, 1H3.

20,

D-2-

has filed notice of inten
final 5 and 3 year proof to establish claim to the land above described, before
Dan C. Savaite, U. S. Commissioner,
in his
mice nt Kenna. N. M. on Jan. 15, 913.

Claimant names ns witnesses:

Henry O. Carson, John W. Pounds. John P.
Smith, these of Route 3, Elida. N. M. und
Loman L. Peach, of Judson, N M.
D13J10
T. ('. Tlllotson. Register.
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
"

O2OK80

While, John W.
John Schirck. Jeff
these of Olive. N. M. and Claude J.
Marhut, of Kenna, N. M.
3 tl3
C. C. Henry,
Reitlster.

,

Notice for Publication.
012377
Department of the Interior,
Land Office, at Roswell,

V. S.
N. M.,

October 2, 1912.
Notice Is herehy (tlven that AMOS A.
M ANGE S.of Route 3.Ellila. N. M.. who, on
April I",. 1907. made H. K. 117:11 serial No.
012377, for northeast X Section 31, Tew nshlp e
south. Kane 32 east, 9. . p. Meridian hus
tiled notice of intention tomake Final
proof.to establish claim to the land above
described, before Dan P. Samite, V. S. Commissioner, in his office 0 1 Kenna, N . M. on the
21st day of December 1912.

lepartnient of the Interior. T.T. R. Land
iltloe at Roswell. N, M., Nov. 7, 1UU,
Notice is herebv uiven that Kdwarri R. Ilrv.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Malvin E. Seely. John A. Kliumons, Pink ant. of Kenna, N. M. who on NovL S3, 1909,
'
I Clubb, John A.Joues all of Kenna, N. M. made H. E. serial number OSot'SO, for northwest !' section f; and northeast U section 7.
T. C. TiLLOTMOif Retrlsler.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Townships south, llunir 31 eaat.n. m. p. me
John A. Rollers. Jomes Morris. John 11. Ward
ridian, has tiled notice of Intention to make
ollce for Pultlleatloii.
Hmil three-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim to allof RouteII 3. Ellda. N. M and Willie A. Fry of
01202G
021215
,
N.
T. C. Tlllotson.
the land shove described, before Don C. Sav- Kenna. 13
Depaprtment of the Interior, U. S. age.
Reitlster.
U. 8. Commissioner. In
KenLand Office at Roswell, N. M., Nov. 23 na. N. M. on Deo. 23, 1912. bis office, at
' "Notice is hereby given
Notice for Publication.
1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
that
U2NH
l
07379
C. S.
F. S
Horace W, Flora, of Boaz N M. who, on
Robert L. Roberson. Frank L. Smith. (Jeome
Feb. 25. 1907. made II. E.No. 11 177, W. Pace, Charles M. Harber, all of Kenna. N, Department of the Interior, IT. S.
Lnnd Office at Fort Sumner, N. M.
T. C. Tlllotson. Reitlster.
Ser. No. 01202G, for .sWi, Sf-c- . M.
October 4. 1912.
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
22; and on
27. 190!) nia.le
Notice is herehy uiven that Lawrence K.
OI2SH8
add'l. entry. Ser. No. 021215, for Department of the Interior, U. S. Jones, of Route 2, Elida. N M.. u ho, on Deo. 26,
llk'5, made II. 10 , no. 02863. for 8WU Sec. 27.
Sec' 27. Twp. 7 S. It. 30 Land Office at Roswell, N. M.,
Township 3 south. Kanite 30 east and on Dec.
E. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed Nov. 15, 1912.
is hereby itiven that MolheM.Hnll 13, 19e9 made additional entry, ko. 07379 for EM
"notice of intention to make final
of Elkins, N. M., who on June 17, 1U07, made southeast H Section 28 Township 3 south,
five and three year proof, to es- homestead entry 12084, serial number 0125K8, Rnnite 30 east, N. . I. ucridiun, has Hied noProof, on
tablish claim to the land above for N'H saU' and hM KK'4,wsa. II. T. 7 s. R. 2H a. tice of intention to make
described, before Dan ( Savajre, n. m. p. meridian, lias tiled notice of intention oriitinol and thre year proof on additional
Proof, to establish to establish claim to the land aore de
U. S. Commissioner. In Ills office at to make Final
claim
described, before scribed, before Dan V. Savaite V. S. Comhind
to
above
the
Kenna, N. M., on Jan. 10. 1913.
on
H. P. Lively. U. S. CoMimlssloner. in his oftlce missioner, in his olttce at Kenna, N.
Claimant names as witnesses:
the 14th day of IWeeniber 1912
at Elkins. X. M , on Dan. 24. 1912.
Claimant names us witnesses:
William H Robeson, Ma iop O, Mills,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Joe K. Powell, Walter A. liradley, Frank E.
Louis N. Todd. William D. Smith. Charles M
George w. Overly, Stephen S. Steele, "all
Miller. Edwarfl P,'C!P' all of Route I. Elida,
Hull, OUie M. Ilurris, all of Elklrs. N. M.
'
of Boaz, N . M
T,
N M.
C. C HENRY,
'
C. TILLOTSON,
T.
Q
Register.
NI5-Uirlsir.
.
R.uyiHter,
$ts no,
D13-J1-

N15-D-

non-coa-

Dc

NWi,

llve-yeii- r

M--

J

.

,'

estab-lablls-

Department of the Interior, U. S.
N. h.
Land Office, at Roswell, N. MH Nov.
tion to make
SO. 1915.
Willlnm
Notice is hereby itiven

P

-

1

D13-J1-

non-co-

&

30.' 1112.''

,

N-- -'

II--

.
e

014109

f

ar

11, 1912.

NOTICE

.

i

inr-rKiHif-

CzobSi.

D13-J1-

fr

v

fcejjartment of the Interior, IT. 8.
Land Office at Roswell, N. M., Nov.

naner.i

.

..

ttve-yea- r

for riiMIcnflnn.

rOR

Commli-Mioner,-

-

Department of the Interior. V. S. Land Of
Nor. 8". WIS.
flee at Hoswell. N. M.
Notice is hereby uiven that John CI. Astrom,
of Thornham, N. M who, on Slnreh. 7, 1908.
made It. E. 14370 Serial No. 011212, for NK!
an on Nor. !f7. 1909. made add'l. entry Serial
Ko. (mr, forNWU, Section 11. TownshipTS.
Kanirett K. JJ. M. I1. Meridian, has fiit'd ndi'.c'e'
ol Intention to malic flnal three year proof
to establish claim to the land above described,
before Dan C. Savafrt. IT. S. Commissioner,
In his oftloe at Kenna. N. M. on Jan, 14, l'13.
Claimant names rs witnesses:
Nell P. Hockey, of Klida, N. M. John G
Hughes, and James Boren. of Valley View, N
M., Henry M. Scott, of Thornham, N. M.
Itegister.
T. C. TiL.fiOT.-ioy- ,
D13 J10

XOTICK

-

-

non-coa-

olite tut i'liliiientimi.
o:o;7
oust.'

.

1

f

e

William D. Smith, William
T. S. Burns, Georwe W. nice, nil of Klkinc
N. M.
T. C. Tlllotson.
DI3 jlO
Register.
C. Cooper,

Nolteo

V

ar

Claimnnt names ns witnesses:

;

.

?

three Sear proof, to establish claim to the
land above riesclbed. before II. I'. Lively, V.
S; Commissioner, in his Office at F.'ltlns, N M,
oh January 15, 1913. '

"""r

non-coa-

e

.

fteorse

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
Notice for Publication.
l.
F.H. 010274
CrL
Depart mrnL)f the Interior, C, S. Ivpiirtment ofiu:t'U
the Inlet lor; V, 8. Land I'eimrtniont of the Interior.
H. Land
at Roswell N. M. Nor. 7, 1912.
Land Olttce at Roswell. N M.
Oct. 18, t'.nt Office
Office
N.
at
If.,
Sunnier,
No
Fort
None,)
Is hereby plven that WIHia'W
.Notice is hereby piveu that MARTHA
1912.
m on auk. 21.
Hinshaw of llonz. N.M. w ho on Jan. 3. I1108
L. LEE, of Nobe. N, M..
Nolfi'n ts hereby irlvrn that. James T. Wil1912 iniiile H. K. Serial so.
H fnds H. E.i.Kjiyj, Ser. No. otsr.JS for sottihwest liams, of i, iff? N. M. who. on Autf.g, 191?.
lor
north
of soiiihensl M; northeast li of southwesi !t; bit
a'rtd mt l.v. jt, hho, miuie nfht. entry Senmde Iloiuctto.7ifrtry Ho 0oi7.'. for S'--i
souih H ot northwest H: somh
northeast ''
section II. and 'southwest )4 of north- rial No, (rjej'ii', 1 if r.rihivt X. Section 21. SW'l of Heel Ion :';,. YowttHlilp r. fontti
west it sei'tlon IS, Township S., Kanire 34 K. Township n south lton'
'. Alfrlilian, flan
):. N. M. f. Itnliite 2s K., X. M.
NM P Meildiiin. bus tiled notice of intention Mcrlilliin. Iihs
tiled noliee of l"l',U,.n "led not ice of lucent ion to miike- final le
to niiike Until Hjeiir proof, to establish to tnnke final three-'
t
est.t"!
er described, be- Vcur
Proof to eslii1.ili.sli claim to the
cluiin to tin- u lid above described before Dan elnlin to the lnnd above
(iifi.1
ov
9. Ntvnue. C. j. t'oiniiilsslottcr, at his otllcc fore Dun
deseribed, heforo D.in C
U. S.
in
at lfnni. Nw Mexico, on the S'lih day ol his olllee CatKuviitfc,
Kenna. X. M. on Jun. 2, 1913,
SavattfJ
t'
Commissioner, at bla
December I9IJ,
nt
office,
iVew Mexico, on that
KCiri.'l,
Claimant
names
as
witnesses:
Claimant names as tfifn
proof, to establish claim to the land
Sidney
K. Suttirci. VVilllurn
w Mnen.mini, 6lh day of Jsntiiirr Iwii..
It.
John
D.irnell.
Dnmernff
und
Corn
1
J.
Dan
C Savage, Elida N. M.,
above described, before
n, Rohortson. Elmer O. Newlin, all of
v'laitoiint n;inieH
vcflnrssen:
W. Armstronu and Chillies It
Marlon o. Mills, Charier I'. Ijiyton,
lr. S. Commissioner, in his office, at K, Touinbs ofJnntes
R.
Hoa, tt:
Nolie. N. M,
T. C. Tlllotson,
It
ilierlson.
re,
Fred
T.
Kenna, iN. M., on Dec. ;:0, 1912.
Cher
Mi i!3
C. Tn.urr)a Reitlster.
all ul Hos.. N. M- X 29 1) 27
HeKlster.
1, 0 J
c.
Henry.
Clalnsnnt itatnos as witnepses:
C
Heeisterl
Noliee for Ptililicatltin.
Gi'orne T. I.lttlefl-li- t,
Wllllunv P.
otlI'lihllrntlon.
l,
XOTM-MttleflaU, DannGvElwell, William II, Scott
I tlll I'l lll.lt ATIOT.
F. S. (M356 C. 8.
tr;r'-oll.Ml
all of Kenna, N. M.
Department of the Interior, V. S. leinrtnient of 4he Interior. XT. P. Land KepiifiMient
of the Interior, f. . Lan
Nl3
tl!;i
CO. Henry. Heifister,
X. M. Nov. i9, tins.
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M.. office ut Itiiswell.
ut llii.ss.;l. X. m. Nov. 0. nnt.
Notice Is herehy Kiven tbiil John U, O.tlcc
September 25, 1912.
hei-- li
lM
Notice
(tiveti
Jaaies
Nutlre' iut PnlillfiilloM.
Notice Is hereby given that Joseph Oreaves, of Judson, X. M. who. on Mur. 31. 1008, T. Williams, of Hoaz. N'. M. who. that
on July, it
I1. s.
non eol
(1 ltlitekfotri: of Home 2, Eliila, N. M. who. on made H. E. number I40K3
011511.
No.
serial
for
1612.
of the Interior. V. S. Land
made II. K. seiiul No.
t, iihj; tnmle 11. tl. no. iiw.e, for northwest
section 2."; and on Dec, 28,- Jl'oP, 3& 4 Section 3. Township 0 WJf, for lsi
Office at Fort Sumner tV. M. Oct.. It, 1012. July
SVVK section ST,. Tow nship I otHIt Htniti! no K
S Hnnte
9 10
NOT1CK
hereby uiven thut Willie N . M. I". Meridian, has tiled notice of futnMon made add. entry, ser. no. 021220, for northeast X M. V. .Meridian, has filed
notice r
a."., Twp. OS. It. 33 K.
Proof, to establish clsiui H
A, Fry, of Kenna, N", SI., who, on Jur.e toniake
n. m. p. m. hus inteiitlon to mnkc l innl three year
,,
iwnof.
fio, ... nt iin.,,,1 i
1...
lile.l ...
,,, hum,,.
the lind ttve desbribed. beftire lun I', av three-yeaIIUHI
to establish clnim to the land above
8, 1909. made II. K. No. 0220 for NH sw'4 uge,
r
poo
U.S. Commissioner. In his olllee at KenPNtblli), clnim to described,
,
and K'f wr'( Sec. 84. t.nd sr.l4 sw'l 8ec. Si. na. N. M. on December 16, I9''i.
before
C.
I".
S.
Dn
nun
Savaite
uiiuo:
t:
nfiort
T p. (i S., 15. no R N. M. I'. Meridian,
Samite I". S. t'oninilsstofiei- - (f, hit ofi:e at Commissioner, In his olllee. nt Kenna, .V. M
Claimant names as witnesses:
,.,.,
...
ha fll"l notlr.i of Intention to make
z,
I,
11,1,1.
oil,.,
ill,,
John E. I'elley. Oliver Powell. William C.
oh Jan. 0. 1913
pl'oof, to f.slRblJsh Mnculinnll
Claimant imme.s hk m Itnesseti!
final
of Klkht, N. M. and William II.
Claimant names as witnesses-- i
claim to the land above describe,!,
N, M.,
Cootrt-"C. C. HKnv
John O. Whiluker, of Valley View. N. M
lenn',
Marlon O. Mill,, t 'barley C. Lay ton. Lee If.
Dan C. Samite. U. H. (Join nisiioner. In his
M." b'l"
Keitister,
......
lohn A. Kliumons, of Kennu. N. M. James W.
Fred Cl avsre, all of Hos?. N M
office, at Kennn, Nevv Mexico, on the 3rd
Tsvior. Bnd Frank R. Klni: of Judson. N. M.
T. C. 'i'lLI.t iTSO.V,
Notice for Pubilciitlh;
day of January 1913.
D8
J"
Iteglster.
l,
F. S. 0339O C. S.
t)i?
Claimant names as witnesses:
Register.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Martin W. Gannd, Robert L. Hoberson,
Notice for PnblifiiUoii.
Colon S. Wilson, William 11. Scott, all of Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M.,
NOTICE FOB FUftLtCATlflNj
017346
September 25, 1912.
Kenna, M. M. :
C. C. HENRY,
l
h s.
04710
given
Is
hereby
Notice
Department
O.
John
that
NS9DJ7
Reglstar. Keller, of
of the Interior, V FT
Department o.f the Interior. V. t. Land
Kenna New Mex who on Auit. Land
f,ice
nt Uc8We". N. M., Nov. 29,
Office at Fort Sumner, N. M.,
9. luce, made homesteid entry No. 03390 for
XOTICK FOR PUBLICATION.
112
Svt
section 8, Township 5 south, Kanite 30 K.
XOTICN is hcreny Riven Hint John M.
016137
n. m. . Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Notice is hereby pM cn
Edw: rd O
11113,01 neniiii. .. .m. who. on Nov, 23, 1907,
Proof, 10 CMabllwh
Dtipai'ttupnt of the Interior, tT. S to make five-yeM. Brule, of I'.IUns, N. Jf., that
who, on April
land
claim
described,
II,
the
E,
above
to
before
04730,
made
No.
for south H of the south- 5, 1909 made H.
Kov Dun ('1 fnvntte, IT, s. tlommlsHloner, hi his
Jt;,
Land Office at Hosfreil,
No. 01734ft
west H. sec. 32 Twp. 4 south, Kamte 30 east,
30. lots.
Notice Is hereby i;lvcn that Oscar otllee ft t IminKi K: W, on Dec, 17, 1912.
and north H of the northwest H Sec. S, Twp forN'i Ni:',. SK!f XK'. UK't SK. Sec. SS,
A. Gross, of Thornham. N. M who, on Nov. 11.
Claimant flames its wlttlpanea;
Towntflllp, 0 K., RaiiRp, 2V, E X M
William If. Cooper. JoCeM! ..A; Cooper. rs Ranne3)t:.N. M. I'. Merldlun. has filed P.
1912. made H K. Serial No. 020037. for NH.
Meridian, l:aa filed notice of intenT. Littletield. WiUiiim P. I.tH letlfld notice of intention to make rlnal
Sec:ion29, TownshittfcS. Runite 31 E N. M. P. Oeorite
tion to make Final three year
N. M.
proof,- to establish claim to
Ihe lund to
Proof
Meridian, has tiled notice of Intention to make all of Kenna,
above doKeMbl, before Dan C. Ssvnite
establish rial,,, to the land above
C. C. HENRY",
tlnal three year proof.to establish claim to the
U. S. ConimtHHloiirr,.
t IiIh uihce
Kendescribed,
at
II.
P.
before
Register.
Lively,
it s
ni. on iun i, iwia.
land above described, before Dan C Savaite,
CommlsFioiier, iu iiis olTico at Elk'irs.'
e'llliinUllt fllllllMU iw U'llnnu.Ll
U. a. Commissioner, in hisolMee at Kenna, N,
N.
Notice for Publication.
M..011 Jan. fi, 19i3.
Hatvey W. Fry, John A. Kitnmotis,
M, on Jan. 13, IH3,
l,
F. S. 06123 er S.
Clnlinrnt phiiios ns witnesses- Joseph A Cooper. William H.Cooper, all
Claimant names as witnesses:
IVnnk
II. Mcfircw. John ii. n .,,l'ev.
IT.
Department
S.
of
the Interior,
Amos E.
Millafd C. lluker. Itoliel t C. linker. Fred W.
Smith. folllmt.MS Cnvr, nil of
Land Office nt Fort Sumner,' N. M., of Kenna, N. M.
ins N M
Dlttitl. these of Kobe, N; M. Snd Ixiiiis O. Gross Sept 2$, 1912.
C. C. HENRY,
T'
X29-D- 27
diTllornham. Ni M.
T. C. TituifsOH.
1)6
Reelster.
1
Notice Is hereby given that Fred M.
IvCElstfcr.
iteglster. Seely.
of Kcniin, ff. H. ho. ofl Mar 19. 1909
Notice for Publication.
made hotnesf end entry o. 06123. for southeast
Natirc for Puhlifatioii.
Notice for I'tibltcatTon.
section li Township A South H.tnite 30 east
F. S.
06277
n. m. p. meridian, hus Hied notice of In017Tr8
Department of the Interior, U. S.
02S93
021323
proof, to
h
Department of the Interior, IT. S. tention to make three-yea- r
Department of Hk; Interior, V S '
claim to the lanrtsjtbove described, Land Office at Fort Sumner N. M. Oct,
Land Office at Roswell, N. M., Nov. ..
Land Office at Roswell, X M Nov'
before Dun C. Savaite, V. S, Tlninmissloner in 12, 191 S.
1912.
Notice Is hereby iriven that Lessie his
office at Kenna. X. M. on Dec. 17. 1912.
,1912. Nolle, is hereby given
Notice is hereby given that Fran 19
Slack, of Route 3, Ellda. N. M. who, on May
Claimant names as witnesses:
1 nomas
II. Moore, of :iliev View that
X
Joseph A. Cooper. Oeorire E. Chavers. Miilv-I- cis L. Teagttc, of Kenna, K. M., who, on
19, 1909, niade
Si'rlulNo. 017578, for NE!
I., who, on Se,.t 4, 1!(!S,
E.
Kennu,
II.
William
Cooper
Seely.
all
of
niade II......K.
Section 13. Township 8 S. unite 33 E, N. M. M. M.
Alay 1, 1909, made H. E. No. 06277 ceria
No. t)2Xn for vir
C. C, Henry. Register.
t
P. Meridian, hits tiled notice of intention to
for itv.14 se'4 S
Sec. 27 and 7 loin
make final three', .tettr Proof, to establish
i':lu' e,,ti'y Scrial no- NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
28, Township 4 S., Oi!i3.3, asThonuis Moore, for SK
se'4'
Section
sk4.
claim to the lurid above described; before
non-cotSec
S. 04384 C. S.
F.
Range 29, E. N.M. P. Meridian, has
In his
Dan C. Savage, IT. S. Commissioner.
E., X. .V.
.Department of the Ulterior, U. S. filed notice of intention
J Meridian, has B"
filed notice of intentieo t
to
make
office, at Kenna, N. M. on Jan. 15. 1ti13.
Lnnd Office at Fort Slimilei', N. M., Final three-yea- r
Proof, to establish make Final three-yea- r
proor, to eatab- Claimant names as witnesses:
Oct. 4. 1912.
claim
to
the
land
above described, iFh (biiniV,tn .'ib,, t.,n ,1
j
Lomun L. Peach, of Judson. X. M., Henrr
l .
oescrioea,
Is hereby given that William before Dan C. Savage 1". S. Commit
Notice
before Dan C. SavaRe, IT. S. Comtnissi.ner,
O. Carson, John W. Pounds. John P. Smith,
M. Clayton, of Kenna. N. M.; who. on sioner, in his office,
...
.
.
.
it,
lite
f.i'i:.n
at Kennu, N.
T. C. Tii.lotsos Aiir.
allof Route 3. Elida, N. M.
, 1907. made H. E. NO. 04384,
8lh day of January 1913.
'
i
Register for NVV', Section 22 Township 5 S., M., on Jan. 3, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses-JohRange SO, E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
Charlie H. Wear, Harvey W. Fry,
O. Whitaker, James Boren, Ira
Notice for I'nbllciitlnn.
P.
filed
notice
of
to
Intention
make
O103O5
George T. Littlefield, Carl H. Prievve, all Assiter John W. Moore, of all Valley
Department of the Interior, U. S, Final five year proof, to establish of Kenna, N. M.
tew, N.M.
C.
T.
TILLOTSON.
"
claim to the land above described,
Land OHlee ot Roswell N. M.. Nov. 30. 1'12.
C. C. HENRY,
D 6 J 3
Register.
Notice Is hereby (riven that William (i. Taiv before Dan C Savape, U. S. ComN 29 D 27
Register.
nehill. of Route 3, F,lldn, N, M. who, on .inn. missioner, In his office, at Kenna,
1 OK
NOTICE
1THLICATI0N.
N. M., oil Dec. Is, 1912.
SS. 19t 9, made tf, e. Serial No '016305. for NE'4
069S8
Notice for Publication.
021332
Claimant names as witnesses'
Section 31, Township a . ltanue 32 E. N. M. P,
Department
S.
F.
03859
of
the
Interior. lT. H
Oeorie T. Littlelleld, John A. Kliumons,
Meildiiih. has tiled notice ot Intention to make
Department of the Lnterior, IT. S. Land Office at Roswell, X. M..
E. Chnvers
and lieortte
Final three year Proof, to establish claim to Iee Klmmons,
1?t
of Kenna, N. M. C. C. HENRY,
Iand Office at Fort Sumner, N. M, i7,
notice is hereby given that
the hind above described, before Dan C. Pay all
Kenna llet'ordi
HcKlatcr. October, 12 1912.
John W Moore, of Vallev
aite. V: S. Commissioner, in his office ut Kenna
X. M.
Notice U hereby given thatDavid O. who, on January 13, l'.lOa, View, H.
X. M. on January l.i. 1113.
made
K
Notice for l'libllcnlioii.
Hunter, for the heirs of Mary A. Hunter, deSerial No. 06988, for SWV4, Section"
Claimant names as witnesses:
l,
F. S. 05526 C. S.
ceased, of ludson, X. M;. who, on Jan, 2. Ii7. 32,
t'haiies H. Slack, John W, Pounds. John P.
g,
on
and
Jan.
lyio,
sw.'j
See.
27,
made
Department of the Interior, U. S made H. E. No. 03859 for
Smith, these of Route 3 Ellda, N. M. and
o O'm?
Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M., Township 5 S., Range 32 E., N. JI. P. md'l entry, serial
Lomun L, Peach, of judson, X.
SE'i,
R s
Section
3ITownnhin
Ran..
Oct.- 4,
Meridian,; has filed notice of intention 33
1912.
..,
T. C, Tlllotson. Reitlster.
E., X. M. P. Meridian, ha filetj
proof, to esNotice is hereby given that Josiph K. to make Final five-ye.May
claim to the land above des- nonce or intention to make Final
Marhut, of Olive, N. M., who, on
tablish
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
19, 1908. made II. E.
No. 05526 for cribed, before1 Dan C. Savage U. S. three year proof to establish claim t
.
0IOW1
020718
Wrt SiCl reeiicn 21
nk' Section 27 (Tommissloner, In his office, at. Kenna, the land abuve described, before Daa
C. Parage,
lT. s. Conimissioner,
Department of he Interior, U. S, Township 4 S., Range 28 E., N. M. V. N. M., on Jan. 2, 11 3.
i
his office, at Kenna, X. M., on Ian.
Dec Meridian, has filed notice of intention
fvird Office at Roswell, N. M.
names
witnesses:
as
Claimant
s.
J.
1913.
I'll
Notice is hereby Kiven thatt'harles to make Final three-yeproof, to es
John V Pounds, Joe D. Slack', Charley
H. Slack of Route 3, Flida. N. M. who. on
Clnimnnt rmniow n
tablish claim to the land above des- H.
all
of
F.lida,
N.
3,
M.
Route
1P0C,
Slack,
20,
E,
Auitust
made II.
loliiiO. Whitaker. lames Koren. Ira f.
7a. Serial No. cribed, before Dan C. Savage,
U. S.
0KWOI. for Lots 3 and 4: and EV4 SW.l4: and
Commissioner, at his office, nt Kenna, ami Wauipler II. Ilinslry, of 4loutc ), Assiter. Thomas II. .Moore, all nf V.1U.
on Nov. 12, io'. made add'l. entry. Serial N. M., on the 1 day of Dec 1912.
C. C. HiARV,
lidu, N. M.
Vic.v, N. M.
No. 020718. for SE! Sec. 7, Twp. e S. Range 33
N 29
7
Register.
Claimant names as witnesses:
T. C. TILLOTSON,
E..
II.
Meridian
l,
F. S 039H6 0?08U C. S.
Oopnttiinjiii ut tlie Interior, l. S. lund
OltW-at 1'iii t Sumner, N. .M. Oet. I, Inl2.
Notice Is hereby given that Andrew'
J. Smith, of Kenna, N. M who, on Jan
11 lf07, made II. E. No. nfTW for K'i section
11, amended June W. Wr, to
W' section 19,
TonnHlilp I south ttnnire 30 eiiHt and on Sept.
27, l!in mode add'l. M, K. no. HWM for
sw'4
section i' Townsh(i 4 south.' Range 30 east,
N. M.
Meiitiinn, has filed notice of
on
intention to make Final five-yeorigiral, and three-yen- r
on additional,

.

"

DV

L

I

otlci for Piiblirafion.
01711
F. S.
non.coul
Department of the Interior, If. S. Lnnd
Office a Fort Sumner, X. M.
Oet. 28. 1S1:!.
Nolleo in hereby itlvcn thut John E.

3

Reeister.

Notice for Publication.
014400

f

'

Department of the Interior, U. a.
and Oflice nt Roswell. X. M Nov.
Race, of Elkins. N. M. who, on KuvU; 19o7, 21, 1912. Notice
Is hereby Riven that
mmle II. E. No. 01711 for northeast B, Sec. 32. Ferry
V. Jtrown, of Doaz, X. M., who,
Townships south, li'itiKe 27 east. X. M. P.
Meridian, hus filet notice of Intention on March 20, 1918, made H. R 1455,
IM
f.o. OllUti, lor Lots I and 2:
to make Final three year proof,
to
NE
Section 7,
establish claim to the lund above de ler. 6; andc X
S. RatiKc 2'J I;., N. VI. r.
IT.
3. township
scribed, before
II. P. Lively.
Meridian,-liafiled
notice
of intentloB
Commissioner, at his office nt Elkins,
'.o make Final three-yea- r
proof, to ea- X. M. on the 4ihday of January 1913,
to
.ablisli
claim
the
land above des- Claimant names as witnesses:
Hen X. Muncy, John W. Oassman. James L rlbed, before Dan C.Savage, it. S.
Chatten. William A. Race, all of Elkins, X. M Commissioner, nt his. office, at Kenna,
N29 D27
Register. .. M., on Jan. 9, 191 3.
C. C. HENRY.
Claimant names in wltnessea:
Charley C. I.ayton, Klirahcth V.Calheun,
Nolice for Publlcntlon.
Lee R. Robertson,
02113!)
Marion O. Mills, all
0UD52
Detiartment of the Interior. I'. S. of Boa. X. M., T. C. TILLOTSON,
1
no
Land Office at Roawell, N. M., Nov.
"
Retlater.
23, 1912.
Notice is hereby given
Notice for
ation.
that Stephen S. Steele, of Boaz, N. M. who
tl2HI7
on May 11, 190S, mado homestead entry,
Department of the Interior, U. S.
15inJ Ser. No. 014952, for fc'K, Land Office, at RnsweP. X. M.,Xov. 21,
hi:'.
."Mfo in hcvo'r.- - iriven that
Sec. 22; ami on Dor. 22, 100'J, William
Wright, of Voiv:, X. M. who ou
maile additional entry, Ser. No. Sept. 26, l!H(i, rii,d- - V. V... Serial No.
021139 for kk. Sec. 27, Twp. 7 s 023417, for Lots 3 4 ; and K
SV 4
Tcv'-shlT S
N. M. P. Meridian, lias Sectirn
Range 30-7.
P.ange
filed notice of intention to make 10, K., N. M. V. Vr':!';i!i, has filed
of l:itc'it'eii to
Final
Final three, year Proof, to establish notice
Cominulation pmnf, to es:;ilil!sli claim
claim to the land alwvc described, to
land atovr
before
before Dan C Savage, V. S. Commis Danthe( Snvap.e,
'". P. Conimisfloner,
sioner. In his t ffice. ut Kenna, N. M., tt bis office, at Keiina,
N. !., on Jan
on January 10, 1913.
9, 1'J13.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names nt witnesses:
William H. Robeson, Marion O. Mills,
Marion O. Mills, Richard R. Rrafan,
George W. Overly, Horace w. Flora, all William Horner, I. re R. Robertson, all of
of Boaz, N. M.
T. C. Tiixotson,
T. C, TILLOTSON,
Roar. X M.
--

4,

s

itiilh

-2

E,

d 6
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Rejlster.
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CONGRESS

HEARS

SECOND MESSAGE
President Tells of Treasury and
Army Affairs.

PHILIPPINES
Bill for

ARE

INCLUDED

Native' Independence

De-

nounced as Premature Progress
of Panama Canal.

.

Washington. Dec. 6. Congress today revived from President Taft the second of
his messages to the short session. It
deals with fiscal, military, Insular and
Judicial affairs and In part Is as follows:
The condition of the country with reference to business could hardly be better.
While the four years of the administration now drawing to a close have not developed great speculative expansion or a
wide field of new Investment, the recovery and progress made from the depressing conditions following the panic of 1907
have been steady and the Improvement
been clear and easily traced In the
Itatlstlcs. The business of the country Is
now on a solid basis. Credits are not
unduly extended and every phase of the
Situation seems In a state of preparedness for a period of unexampled prosperity. Manufacturing concerns are running
at their full capacity and the demand for
labor was never so constant and growing.
The foreign trade of the country for this
year will exceed fOOOO.000,000, while the
balance In our favor that of the excess
of exports over Imports will exceed
More than half our exports are
manufactures or partly manufactured
material, while our exports of farm products do not show the same Increase of
domestic consumption. It Is a year of
bumper crops; the total money value of
farm products will exceed J9.500.000.000. It
Is a year when the bushel or unit price
of agricultural products has gradually
fallen, and yet the total value of the entire crop Is greater by over $1,000,000,000
than we have known In our history.
Condition of the Treasury.
The condition of the treasury Is very
satisfactory.
The total Interest-hearindebt Is $963,777,770, of which $134,631,980
the Panama canal loan. The
debt Is $378,301,284.90, Including $346,671,016 of greenbacks. We have
In the treasury $150,000,000 In gold coin as
a reserve against the outstanding greenbacks; and In addition we have a cash
balance In the treasury as a general fund
of $167,152,478.99, or an Increase of $26,975,-(5- 2
over the general fund last year.

hs

g

con-stlu- te

Receipts and Expenditures.
For three years the expenditures of the

i

government have decreased under the Influence of an effort to economize. This
year presents an apparent exception. The'
estimate by the secretary of the treasury
of the ordinary receipts, exclusive of postal revenues, for the year ending June
0, 1914.
Indicates that they will amount
to $170,000,000. The sum of the estimates
of the expenditures for that same year,
exclusive of Panama canal disbursements
and postal disbursements payable from
postal revenues Is $732,000,000, Indicating a
deficit of $22,000,000. Tor the year ending
June 30, 1913, similarly estimated receipts
were $667,000,000, while the total corresponding estimate of expenditures for that
year, submitted through the secretary of
the treasury to congress, amounted to
$fifi6.ono,ono.
This shows an Increase of
$76,000,000 In the estimates
for 1914 over
the total estimates of 1913. This Is due to
an Increase of $25,000,000 In the estimate
for rivers and harbors for the next year
on projects and surveys authorized by
congress; to an Increase under the new
pension bill of $32.500.000 ; and to an Increase In the estimates for expenses of
the navy department of $24,000,000. The
estimate for the navy department for the
year 1913 Included two battleships. Congress made provision for only one battleship, and therefore the navy department
has doemed It necessary and proper to
make an estimate which Includes the first
year's expenditure for three battleships
In addition to the amount required for
work on the uncompleted ships now under
In addition to the natural
construction.
Increase in the expenditures for the un- -'
completed ships, and the additional battleship estimated for, the other Increases
re due to the pay required for 4.000 or
more additional enlisted men In the navy,
and to this must be added the additional
Imposed , by the
cost of construction
law which
chunge in the eight-hou- r
makes It applicable to ships built In pri
vate shipyards.
With the exceptions of these three
Items, the estimates show a reduction
this year below the total estimates for
1913 of more than $5,000,000.

The estimates for Panama canal construction for 1914 are $17,000,000 less than
for 1913.
The president then explained at some
length the national reserve association
system recommended by the monetary
commission and urged congress to examine the plan impartially from all
standpoints and then to adopt some
plan which will secure the benefits desired.
Concerning the tariff he had little to
say In view of the fact that a new congress has been elected on a platform
ef tariff for revenue only.
Army Reorganization.

Our small army now consists of 83,809
men, excluding the 6,000 Philippine scouts.
Leaving out of consideration the coast
artillery force, whose position Is fixed In
our various seacoast defenses, and the
present garrisons of our various Insular
possessions, we have today within the
continental United States a mobile army
of only about 35,000 men. This little force
must be etlll further drawn upon to supply the new garrisons for the great naval
base which Is being established at Pearl
Harbor, In the Hawaiian Islands, and to
protect the locks now rapidly approaching
The forces recompletion at Panama.
maining In the United States are now
scattered in nearly fifty posts, situated
for a variety ot historical reasons In
twenty-fou- r
states. These posts contain
only fractions of regiments, averaging
.less than 700 men each. In time of peace
It has been our historical policy to administer these, units separately by a geoIn other words,
graphical organization.
our army In time of peace has never been
a united organization but merely scattered groups of companies, battalions and
regiments, and the first task In time of
war has been to create out of these scattered units an army fit (or tffsotlv teamwork and e e are ties.

To the task of meeting these patent found the Filipinos wholly untrained In
government. Up to our advent all other
defects, the war department has been addressing Itself during the past year. A experience sought to repress rather than
comprehensive plan of reorganization was encourage political power. It takes long
prepared by the war college division of time and much experience to Ingrain political habits of steadiness and efficiency.
the general staff. This plan was thoroughly discussed last summer at a series Popular
ultimately must
open
1
secretary
of
rest upon common habits of thought and
conferences held by the
or war and attended by representatives upon a reasonably developed public opin
from all branches of the army and from ion. No such foundations tor self-go- v
congress. In printed form It has been ernment, let alone Independence, are now
distributed to members of congress and present In the Philippine Islands. Disre
throughout the army and the national
garding even their racial heterogeneity
guard, and widely through Institutions of and the lack of ability to think as a nalearning and elsewhere In the United tion. It Is sufficient to point out that un
States. In It. for the first time, we have der liberal franchise privileges only about
3 per cent, of the Filipinos vote and only
a tentative chart for future progress.
6 per cent, of the people are said to read
The National Guard.
public press. To confer Independence
Under existing law the national guard the
upon
now Is, therefore, to
constitutes, after the regular army, the subjectthetheFilipinos
great mass of their people to
first line of national defense. Its orthe dominance of an oligarchical and,
ganization, discipline, training, and equipprobably,
minority. Such a
ment, under recent legislation, have been course will exploiting
as cruel to those people as
assimilated, as far as possible, to those It would be beshameful
to us.
of the regular army, and Its practical
Our true course Is to pursue steadily
efficiency, uhder the effect of this trainwe have thus
and
courageously
path
the
ing, has very greatly Increased. Our citifar followed; to guide the Filipinos Into
zen soldiers under present conditions
pursuits; to continue the
have reached a stage of development becultivation
of sound political , habits
yond which they cannot reasonably be through education
and political practice;
asked to go without further direct asto encourage the diversification of Indus
sistance In the form of pay from the fedtries, and to realize the advantages of
eral government. On the other hand, such their Industrial education by conserva
pay from the national treasury would not tively approved
methods, at
be Justified unless It produced a proper
once checking
dangers of concentratequivalent In additional efficiency on the ed wealth and the
building up a sturdy, Indepart of the national guard. The organized pendent citizenship.
militia today cannot be ordered outside of
Regulation
of Water Power.
the limits of the United States, and thus
There- - are pending before congress a
cannot lawfully be used for general military purposes. The officers and men are large number of bills proposing to grant
privileges of erecting dams for the pur
ambitious and eager to make themselves
of creating water power In our navithus available and to become an efficient pose
rivers. The pendency of these bills
national reserve of citizen soldiery. They gablebrought
out. an Important defect In
has
are the only force of trained men, other the existing general
dam act. That act
than the regular army, upon which we does not, In my opinion,
grant sufficient
military pay bill, power
can rely. The
government
In deal
to
the
federal
In the form agreed on between the auing
with
such dams to
construction
of
the
thorities of the war department and the
representatives of the Rational guard, In exact protective conditions In the Interest
of navigation.
It does not permit the
my opinion adequately meets these congovernment,, as a condition of Its
ditions and offers a proper return ..for the federal
pay which It Is proposed to give to the permit, to require that a part of the
value thus created shall be applied to the
national guard. I believe that; Its enactment Into law would be a very long step further general Improvement and protecof the stream. I believe this to be
toward providing this nation with a first tion
ooe of the most Important matters of
line of citizen soldiery, upon which Its Internal
Improvement now confronting
main reliance must depend In case of any the government.
Most of the navigable
national emergency. Plans for the orrivers
of
this country are comparatively
tacganization of the national guard Into
that they
tical divisions, on the same lines as those long and shallow. In order navigation
for
adopted for the regular army, are being may be made fully useful
vogue
come
there
has
of
Into
a
method
formulated by the war college division Improvement
known as canalization, or
of the general staff.
method, which consists
Porto Rico. Mr. Taft says, continues the. slack-watto show notable progress and he, urges In tmllding a series of dams and locks,
each
which
will
create a long pool of
of
the senate to pass the bill granting the deep navigable water.
At each of these
Porto Rlcans American citizenship.
dams there Is usually created a long pool
Philippines.
deep
navigable
water. At each of these
of
A Mil Is pending In congress, condams there Is usually created also water
tinues the message, which revolutionower of commercial value. If the water
izes the carefully worked out scheme
power thus created can be made available
of government under which the Philipfor the further Improvement of navigapine Islands are now governed' and tion In the
stream, It is manifest that the
which proposes to render them virtuImprovement will .be much more quickly
ally autonomous at once and absolutely effected on the
one
and on the
Independent In eight years. Such a other, that the burden hand,
on
tax
proposal can only be founded on the payers of the country willthebegeneral
very much
assumption that we have now disreduced. Private Interests seeking percharged our 'trusteeship to the Filipino
In
mits to building waterpower
people and our responsibilityor them navigable streams usually urge dams
that they
to the world, and that they are now thus improve navigation, and that
they
If
as well do not Impair navigation they
prepared for
be
as national sovereignty. A thorough allowed to take for themselves should
the enknowledge
of
the facts tire profits of the water-powand unbiased
developclearly shows that these assumptions ment. Whatever they may do by way of
As relieving the government of the expense of
are absolutely with Justification.
to this, I believe that there Is no subImproving navigation should be given due
among
opinion
of
difference
stantial
consideration, but it must- - be apparent
any of those who have had the responthere may be a profit beyond a reasibility of facing Philippine problems that
sonably liberal return upon the private
In the administration of the Islands,
investment
which Is a potential asset of
and I believe that no one to whom the
government In carrying out a comfuture of this people Is a responsible the
policy of waterway developconcern
can countenance a policy prehensive
It Is no objection to the retention
fraught with the direst consequences ment.
use
an asset by the governand
of
such
to those on whose behalf it Is ostenwaterway
ment that a comprehensive
sibly urged.
will Include the protection and deIn the Philippine Islands we have policy
velopment
public
uses of
of the other
embarked upon an experiment unprecewhich cannot and should not be
dented In dealing with dependent water,
making and executing plans
peoples.
We are developing there Ignored Inprotection
for the
and development of
conditions exclusively for their own navigation.
also equally clear that
welfare. We found an archipelago Inasmuch as IttheIs water
power thus crecontaining 24 tribes and races, speakan Incident of a gening a great variety of languages, and ated Is or may bewaterway
Improvement
scheme of
with a population over 80 per cent, of eral
within the constitutional Jurisdiction of
which could neither read nor write. the
government,
regulation
federal
of
the
Through the unifying forces of a
also within that
common
education, of commercial such water powermy lies
opinion
In
constructive
and economic development, and of Jurisdiction.
statesmanship requires that legislation
gradual participation In local
permit the
which
should
be
will
enacted
endeavoring
to
evolve a
we are
development of navigation In these great
homogenepus people fit to determine,
go
to
In
'hand
hand with the utilrivers
when the time arrives, Mielr own destiny.
ization of this
of water powWe are seeking to nrouse a national spirer, created In the course of the same Imit and not, as under the older colonial provement,
and that the general dam act
theory, to suppress such a spirit. The
should be so amended as to make this pos.
character of the work we have been doslble.
It highly- Important that
I
deem
ing Is keenly recognized In the Orient,
and
and our success thus far followed with the- nation should adopt a consistentwater-powharmonious treatment of these
not a little envy by those who, Initiating
preserve
projects,
which
will
for
the same policy, find themselves hampthis purpose their value to the governered by conditions grown up In earlier
ment, whose right It Is to grant the perdays and under different theories of adBut our work Is far rrom mit. Any other policy Is equivalent to
ministration.
done. Our duty to. the Filipinos Is far throwing away a most valuable national
asset.
from discharged. Over half a million FiliThe Panama Canal.
pino students are now In the Philippine
During the past year the work of conschools helping to mold the men of the
homogeneous
people, but struction upon the canal has progressed
future Into a
there still remain more than a million most satisfactorily. About 87 per cent, of
Filipino children of school age yet to be the execavatlon work has been completed,
and more than 93 per cent, of the conreached. Freed from American control
crete for all the locks Is lit place. In
the Integrating forces of a common education and a common language will cease view of the great Interest which has been
manifested as to some slides In the Cule-br- a
and the eucatlonal system now well startCut, I am glad to say that the report
ed will slip back Into Inefficiency and disof Col. Qoethals should allay any aporder.
prehension on this point, it Is gratifying
An enormous Increase In the commercial development of the Islands has been to note that none of the slides which octhey
virtually
granted
were
curred during this year would have Inmade since
full access to our markets three years terfered with the passage of the ships
ago, with every prospect of Increasing"1 had the canal, In fact, been In operation,
development and .diversified. Industries.
and when the slope pressures will have
been finally adjusted and the growth of
Freed from American control such develvegetation will minimize erosion In the
opment Is bound to decline. Every observer speaks of the great progress In banks of the cut, the slide problem will
Filipublic, works for the benefit of the
be practically solved and an ample stapinos,
hartor Improvements, of road bility assured for the Culebra Cut.
Although the official date of the openand railways, of Irrigation and artesian
wells, public buildings, and better means ing has been set for January 1, 1915, the
large
parts
But
of
canal will, In fact, from present Indicaof communication.
the Islands are still unreached, still even tions, be opened for shipping during the
unexplored, roads and railways are need
latter half of 1913. No fixed date can as
yet be set, but Bhlpplng Interests will be
ed In many parts, Irrigation systems are
still to be installed and wells to be driven. advised as soon as assurances can be
given that vessels can pass through withWhole villages and towns are still with
out means of communication other than out unnecessary delay.
and
Impassible
Recognizing the administrative problem
Even
roads
trails.
almost
the great progress In sanitation, which In the management of the canal, conhas successfully suppressed smallpox, the gress In the act of August li, 1912, has
bubonic plague, and Asiatic cholera, has made admirable provision for executive
responsibility In the control of the canal
found the cause of and a cure for beri
beri, has segregated the lepers, has help
and the government of the Canal Zone.
ed to make Manila the most healthful city The problem of most efficient organizathroughout
to
free
life
In the Orient, and
tion la receiving careful consideration, so
the whole archipelago from Its former
that a scheme of organization and condread diseases. Is nevertheless lncom
trol beat adapted to the conditions of the
permanence
many
essentials of
canal may be formulated and-pu- t
plete In
In opIn sanitary policy. Even more remains to eration as expeditiously as possible. Act
ing under the authority conferred on me
be accomplished. If freed from Amert
can control sanitary progress Is bound to by congress, I have, by executive proclamation, promulgated the following sched- be arrested and all that has been achievuel ot tolls for ships passing through the
ed likely to be lost
If the task we have undertaken Is high. canal, based upon the thorough report
other nations Its or Emory K. Johnson, special commis'sr than that assumtd by
accomplishment must demand, even more sioner on traffic) and tolls:
L On sasrshant rsuels carrying pas
patience. Ws must net forget that ws
er

er

sengers or cargo, $1.20 per net 'vmse
ton each 100 cubic feet of actual
I. On vessels In ballast without pas
sengers or cargo, 40 per cent, less than
the rate of tolls for vessels with passen
gers or cargo.
8. Upon naval vessels, other than trans
ports, colliers, hospital ships, and supply
ships. 50 cents per displacement ton.
col
4. Upon army and navy transports,
liers, hospital ships, snd supply ships,
meas-used
per
$1.20
net ton, the vessels to be
by the same rules as are employed
In determining the net tonnage of merchant vessels.
Rules for the determination of the ton
nage upon which toll charges are , based
are now In course of preparation and
will be promulgated In due season.
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Panama Canal Treaty.

The proclamation which I have Issued
to the Panama Canal tolls Is
with the Panama Canal act
passed by this congress August 24, 1912.
We have been advised that the British
government
has prepared a protest
against the act and Its enforcement In so
far as It relieves from the payment of
tolls American ships engaged In the Amer
ican coastwise trade on the ground tnat
It violates British rights under the
treaty concerning the Panama
Canal. (When the protest Is presented, It
will be promptly considered and an effort made to reach a satisfactory adjust
ment of any differences there may be be
tween the two governments.
Workmen's Compensation Act.
The promulgation of an efficient workmen's compensation act. adapted to the
particular conditions "of the zone. Is
awaiting adequate appropriation by congress for the payment otclnlms arising
thereunder. I urge that speedy provision
be made In order that we may Install upon the zone a system of settling claims
for Injuries In best accord with modern
humane, social, and Industrial theories.
Promotion for Col. Goethals.
As the completion of the canal grows
nearer, and as the wonderful executive
work of Col. Goethals becomes more conspicuous In the eyes of the country and
of the world. It seems to me wise and
proper to make provision by law for such
reward to him as may be commensurate
with the service that he has rendered to
his country. I suggest that this reward
Col.
take the form of an appointment ofarmy
Goethals as a major general jn the
of the United 8tates. and that the law
authorizing such appointment be accompanied with a provision permitting his
designation as chief of engineers upon
the retirement of the present Incumbent
of that office.
Navy Department
The navy of the United Stales Is tn
a greater state of efficiency and be-is
more powerful than It has been
fore, but In the emulation which ex-
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Transmigrating Turkey.
"The only time I ever believed in
the transmigration of souls was one
frosty November afternoon on my
Indiana farm."
The speaker was George Ade, the
humorist. He continued:
"It was a day or two before Thanksists between different countries In reThe
spect to the Increase of naval and giving. The trees were bare.
Is
military armaments this condition
fields were a russet brown color. Toof
the
view
one.
In
not a permanent
fields
many improvements and Increases by ward me over those russet
foreign governments the slightest halt strutted a very plump, very large,
very young turkey.
on our part In respect to new construction throws us back and reduces . us
"Then It was that an ardent belief
from a naval cower of the first rank in
the doctrine of metempsychosis
and places us among the nations of the
seized me.
second rank.
" 'You,' I said to the superb bird,
A year ago congress refused to appropriate for'more than one battleship. 'you are now a turkey. And you will
In this I think a great mistake rec-of die tomorrow. But, cheer up. Tour
policy was made, and I urgently
ommend that this congTess make up next transmigration will be Into the
by body of a humorist not unknown to
for the mistake of the last sessionconappropriations authorizing the
fame.' "
adin
battleships,
struction of three
dition to destroyers, fuel ships, and
the other auxiliary vessels as shown
Plain Facts.
In the building program of the general
"Men are a lot of
condiby
a
confronted,
are
We
board.
"How now?"
tion In respect to the navies of the
"They tell a girl that all they want
world which requires us. if we would
of
navy
as an Insurance
maintain our
Is to bask forever In the sunshine of
peace, to augment our naval Jorce by
smile. And after marriage they
at least two battleships a year and by her
battle cruisers, gunboats, torpedo de- expect her tp cook, mend clothes,
stroyers, and submarine boats In a keep house and do an endless lot of
proper prorotlon. We have no desire plain hard work."
for war. We go as far as any nation
In the world to avoid war. but we are
Our population, our
perspicuous.
a world power.
wealth, our definite policies,' our rePercy (Just Introduced) Ah! So
sponsibilities" the Pacific and the At- you're the ehap who makes mud
lantic, our defense of the Panama canal, together with our enormous world heads?
Sculptor Not all of them.
trade and our missionary outposts on
the frontiers of civilization, require
of
one
as
position
our
recognize
us to
Only a- - poor love letter can be
the foremost In the family 'of nations,
and to clothe ourselves with sufficient spoiled by weak spelling.
naval power to give force to our reaJ
sonable demands, and to give weight
to our Influence In those directions of
progress that a powerful Christian nation should advocate.
Department of Justice.
This department has been very active
In the enforcement of the law. It has
been better organized and with
larger force than ever before In the
history of the government. The prosei
has charming flavour and
cutlons which have been successfully
concluded and which are now pending
wholesome nourishment
testify to the effectiveness of the department work.
The prosecution of trusts under the
law has gone on
Sherman anti-truwithout restraint or diminution, and
decrees similar to those entered tn the
Standard Oil and Tobacco cases have
been entered In other suits, like the
suits against the powder trust and the
bath tub trust. I am very strongly convinced that a steady, consistent course
In this regard, with a continuing of
Supreme court decisions upon the new
phases of the trust question not already
finally decided, Is going to offer a
and Cream.
d
and
solution of this
troublesome Issue In a quiet, calm and
judicial way, without any radical legThis delightful food, made
islation changing the governmental
policy In regard to combinations now
of
Indian Com, is really fas
denounced by the Sherman anti-trulaw. I have already recommended as
cinatjng.
an aid In this matter legislation which
n
would declare unlawful certain
Corn, says Dr. Hutchison,
phases of unfair competition In
Interstate trade, and I have also advoa rioted English authority, is
cated voluntary national Incorporation
for the larger Industrial enterprises,
one of the ideal foods.
with provision for a closer supervision
by the bureau of corporations, or a
As made into Post Toastboard appointed for the purpose, so as
to make certain compliance with the
ies, it is most attractive to the
anti-trulaw on the one hand and to
give greater security to the stockpalate.
holders against possible prosecutions
on the other. I believe, however, that
the orderly course of litigation In the
courts-anthe regular prosecution of
Memory Lingers"
trusts charged with the violation of the
anti-trulaw is producing among
business men a clearer and dearer
Sold by grocers
perception of the line of distinction between business that is to be encourPacltages 10 and 15 cts.
aged and business that Is to be condemned, and that In this quiet way the
question of trusts can be settled and
competition retained as an eoonomlc
Pottua Csraal Co, Lid.
force to secure reasonableness
In
prices snd freedom and Independence
Battls desk, Mkh.
la trade.
WIIXIAlf H. TAJTf.
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GREAT

BRIIi'S

PnOTESTTO
PANAMA
J-AT-

CANAL

TOLL

Gives Him a Chance to Pursue.
WANTED TO FINISH THE JOB
"The best way for a girl to catch a
.man ts by running away from him."
In His Work, Not Tenoer Heart,
"That's right, there's no danger of Pride
Was What Induced the Chauffeur
her beating him out in a hobble
to Return.
skirt."
.

KNOX
BILL

VICV

THE
TREATY, IS THEIR CRY.

going' along the public
A small boy doesn't find it vry , They-jye- re
amusing to do the things his parents highway at a leisurely rate of forty
miles per hour, when a decrepit hen
are willing to let him do.
and rooster started to do the chicken
The detective may be an earnest special cross the road.
The front and hind wheels on the
seeker, but he doesn't always find.
right side struck the poor, j)ld
rooster amidships, and with
one squawk he succumbed.
Immediately the man at the steering
wheel Btarted to slow down and to
look about for a place to turn.
His solicitous wife turned to her
seatmate and said:
"Isn't that Just like his tender heart?
He won't be satisfied unless he goes
back and settles for that rooster. He
That always means a
Just can't bear to feel he has Injured
anyone or anything."
KEEN APPETITE
Then louder, to her husband, she
PERFECT DIGESTION
said: "George, remember that ap7 ACTIVE LIVER
pointment. We haven't any time to
;
go back for anything."
BOWEL REGULARITY
Glancing at the clock near his feet
and at the speedometer near by, he
There's one way to get them take sighed and said:
"You're right, Jennie; but I Just
know if I had turned back I could
have killed that old hen Just as easy
as I did the rooster." Judge.
stlft-Jolnte- d

mil

PROPOSE TO ARBITRATE

hernial Note Sent
Secretary ef
State Fear Bill Might Be Applied
to American Ships In Foreign
Trade Taft Is Wrong,
Saya Grey.
Washington, Dec. 10. Great Britain's formal note of protest against
that section of the Panama canal act
which exempts American coastwise
shipping from payment of tolls for
passing through the Panama canal, a
document written by Edward Grey,
British minister of foreign affairs, was
presented to the secretary of state,
Philander C. Knox, tonight by the
British ambassador, James Bryce, who
read the note word for word to the
secretary at the latter's home. It Is
an elaboration of the points of objection in the note presented to the state
department last July.
In brief these objections are:
That while It was clearly In violatreaty
tion of the
either to remit or refuld tolls on nil
American shipping using the canal,
the same objection probably would
to the coastwise chipping owing to
ihe impossibility of framing regulations that would not result In a preference to American shipping.
In addition to supporting these
points by long arguments,
Edward
Grey indicates very clearly that strong
resistance will be offered to any attempt to exclude from the canal British' ships owned by Canadian railroads
or whose owners may be guilty of vio
lating th Sherman anti-trus- t
act. He J
holds that this section of the act cannot apply to British shipping, but only
to Un.ied States vessels. He also indicates in bis note that underlying taj
objection to the exemption from toll
of American coastwise ships Is an apprehension that in the future the principle might be extended Jo cover
American ships in foreign trade.
Otherwise the note is devoted almo3t
entirely to an effort to demonstrate
that any such exemption of American
shipping as proposed Is in direct conflict with the terras of the
treaty, and that President
Tuft was clearly wrong when he.took
the contrary view.
Generally, the British note might be
summed up as a clear definition of :he
difference between the two governments regarding the construction of
treaty, winding
the
up with a proposal that the issues
should be settled by arbitration, provided that Ihey cannot be adjusted by
mutual agreement for which a way remains open.
Secretary Knox promised to take the
matter under careful consideration,
which he felt would require some time.
It has been strongly intimated in official circles, however, that it was the
president's intention to settle this important qeustion before closing his administration. Sir Edward Grey begins
his note with the staement that the
president does not fully appreciate the
British point of view, and has misunderstood even the note of July 8. He
says it is not the case that the British
government seeks to prevent the United States from granting subsidies to
its own shipping passing through the
canal, nor does it seek to deprive the
United States of any liberty which is
open ' to either themelves or to any
other nation, to encourage Its own
shipping or own comemrce by subsidies.
ap-pl- v
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Senate

Won't Confirm Governor'
Board of Education.

Oklahoma City, Dec, 10. In refusing
g
to confirm the names of W. A.
and J. P. Warren today, the
senate completed Its refusal to confirm the names of any of the appointments Governor Lee Cruce made to
the state board of education, and for
which purpose he convened the senate
in extra session. In refusing the confirmation today the senate reiterated
the governor to name
its request-t- o
other persons as members of the
board, who had In no manner been
connected with the contsoversy between him and any of the members
of the board the senate has refused to
confirm.
Governor Cruce today Issued a statement informing aspirants for appointments to the board that be would
appoint no man seeking the place. lie
will make the six appointments before January 7.
Bran-denber-

want
"your rights"
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STOMACH BITTERS
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Whatever way you smoke Duke's Mixture it is de- lightfully satisfying. Everywhere it is the choice of men
who vant real, natural tobacco.
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STEP FARTHER.

for a few days. It
All Druggists.
dees the work.
at mealtime

3
PATENTS

In each 5c sack there are one and a half ounces of
choice Virginia and North Carolina tobacco pure, mild,
rich best sort of granulated .tobacco. Enough to make
anyway you want to
many good, satisfying smoke9
use it. And with each sack you get a present coupon
free.

VVntnoa E.Colrmnn.Wash.
ington.D.C HookHfree. Hicham rttiereuoes.
Deal rseuUa,

Gender.
was explaining
gender to a grade of young children
as visitors entered. They begged her
to continue, as they would be delighted to hear the children's replies.
"Children," she asked, "what is
'girl,' 'woman,' 'man'?"
One llftle hand was so eager, she
appealed to the owner proudly.
"Well, Artie?"
"Girls Is females, woman Is a male
and man's a human bean." Judge.
A woman teacher

Get an Umbrella Free

The coupons can be exchanged for all sorts of valuable presents. The list includes not ouly smokers' articles
but many desirable presents for women and children

ft.

cameras.

umbrellas,

toilet articles, tennis

rackets,

catcher's

gloves and masks, etc.

.

Rastus. I'ze muzzled de dog.
An' now I'ze waltin'.
Mr. Acker For what?
RASH ON FACE FOR2 YEARS
Mr. Rastus To see if dey's gwinter
go de res' o' de way an' see to de
Sioux Falls, S. D. "My trouble of
skin disease started merely as a rash puhtectlon o' us human bein's. Ef
on my face and neck, but it grew and dey'U fix up some way o' muzzlin' er
feet o' er mule, de'll sho'ly stop
kept getting worse until large scabs hin' heap
o' damage.
would form, fester and break. This er
was just on the one side of my face,
Not Used to "High Life."
but it soon scattered to the other
An old farmer was in London visitside. I suffered a great deal, especialgot on in the
ly at night, on account of its itching ing his son, who had
who kept a large house,
world,
and burning. I would scratch it and servants,andetc.
of course that irritated it very much.
the two sat down to dinner
This rash was on my face for about ttieWhen
night a manservant waited
first
two years, sometimes breaking out upon
most assiduous
lots worse and forming larger sores. In his them, and was
attentions to the old farmer.
It kept me from sleeping day or night After watching
his antics for a bit the
for a couple of months. My face look- guest
exclaimed:
ed disgraceful and I was almost
"What the mischief are ye dancln'
ashamed to be seen by my friends.
like that for? Can ye not draw
"A friend asked me to try Cuticura about
yer chair and sit down? I'm sure
Soap and Cuticura Ointment. I would In
bathe my face with hot water and a there's enough here for the three of
lot of Cuticura Soap, then I would put us." London Mail.
on the Cuticura Ointment In less
Important to MotheraO
than two days' time, the soreness and
Examine carefully every bottle of
inflammation had almost entirely dis- CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
appeared, and in four weeks' time you infants and children, and see that it
could not see any of the rash. Now
Bears the
my face Is without a spot of any kind. Signature
I also use them for my scalp and hair. In Use
For Over 30 Years.
They cured me completely.-(Signed)
Children
Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Pansy
Miss
Hutchins, Feb.
1912.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
Protecting Valuable Interests.
throughout the world. Sample of each
"Why do you charge so much extra
free, with 32 p. Skin Book. Address
post-car"Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston." for putting In a load of coal?"
"Well," replied the dealer, "you
Adv.
know coal is coal, and while It costs
a little more, it is better to have anyr
Kind.
"My wife is always bringing home body that handles it bonded."
so much tooth powder," complained a
OFT MAT.ARiA
man the other day to a friend. "It's TO DRITB AN!)
HI II.l) I I" Till! SYSTEM
Take the Olil Stundnrd GKOVK H TAHTkil.tihS
a waste of mouey. As for me I Just CHILI.
Yon kuow what you are Lik.iiK.
TONIO.
Is plainly prlntd on eTeiy bottle,
formula
The
take the bathtub cleanser and scrub allowing ft If limply Quinine and iron In a tastelf-form, and the raont ittTnctual form. Fur grown
my teeth."
people and children. U cent. Adv.
The pair were walking down Chestnut street and bis companion stopped
Advice From an Acquaintance.
In amazement.
"What! - Doesn't it
"Now if I can get some acquainthurt your teeth and gums, too?" he
ance to indorse my note "
exclaimed almost in horror.
"Better try some stranger."
"No," came back the surprising reply. "You see they're the kind you
Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup for Children
buy at the dentist's."
teething, softens the
Inflamma-

During December

Mr.

d

Made-to-Orde-

guins, reduces

and January only we
will send our illustrated
catalogue of presents

FREE to any address. Ask
for it on a postal, today.
Coupons from Duke"
fixture may

be assorted with taff-- from HORSE
NATUSHOE. J.T..TINS:LEY-RAL LEAF. GRANGER TWIST.
coupons tram FOUR ROSES ( 10c-t- m
double cnupon), PICK P UG
CUT. PIEDMONT CIGARETTES,
CUX CIGARETTES, and other
tags or coupons issued bp us.

mm

Address Premium' Dept.
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DISTEMPER

CATARRHAL FEVER
AND ALL NOSE
AND THROAT DISEASES

Cures the sick and acts as a preventive for others. Liquid given on tha
ujj
tongue. Safe for brood mares and all others. Best kidney remedy; 50o and
$1 a bottle; (5 and 910 a dozen. 8old by all druggists and horse goods
houses, or sent, express paid, by the manufacturers.

$

SPOHN MEDICAL

ara

St. Louis. Mo.

CO.,

Chemists. GOSHEN,
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WE SOLICIT YOUR SH1PMEHTS

S04 E. Douglas Ave., Wichita, Kan.
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INDIANA

For Grain Growing
;nd GsiHc Raising

Learn Telegraphy

A praclli-a- l
Owned
u

an--

school with mUroml
l

from
tarn Hii.lh

by A..T.

IVrit..
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Santa Fa Telegraph

vrti'-d-

this province hue no superior and
tn proitlable uKruuituru
an
unbroken period ol over a quarter
of a Century.
Perfect climate: good markets;
railways ctnviuni : boil the very
hfHt, and social voudiUoutt oumi
desirable.
Vacant lands adjacent to Free
Houjt's tends may be purchased
and also in the older dUtrleta
hinds can be bought at reasonable prices.
hot further particulars write to

.

H.r'.H)'.

65I. par
..nia

School,

Nearly every sliit'ilesa man has a
horseshoe nailed over his door lUst
ia. If he has n door.

G. A. COOK,
The honeymoon Is on the wane
125 W. 9ti STREET, KANSAS CITY, MO.
Helping Bob Along.
when hubby quits taking wlfle everyCanadian GoTernment Affents, or
May I've Just been reading about a
(Su
addreMH
To man the most fascinating wom- where he goes.
cmlent of
luiuUgrtttiou.trinl
Ottawa,
Boston physician who tells you what an In the world is the one he almost,
ails you by holding your hand.
.but not quite, won.
Gloomy Outlook.
Jane I must tell that to Bob to"It's going to be a hard winter."
night. He's thinking of studying
charity
that begins at
Some of the
"How can you tell?"
VYAI
medicine.
home Isn't worth making a fuss about.
"By the size of the salary I'm get- JOHN L.'llloMl'bO.N
tiONH
tO.,Truy,N.Y(
ting."
The rich mellow quality of LEWIS' Sin- Dr.rierce'i Pleasant Tellets regulate and InvigAffenls. either sex, to handle
Una
gle Binder 6c cigar give the highest pleas- orate stomach, liver and bowels.
of patrnud specialties fur housekeepers.
Good profit.
given.
tion, allays pain, cures wind collc.5c a bottle.AfV.
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Most ot the IP called theatrical stars
Hope is a pneumatic tire that is
are rockets.
frequently punctured.
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tiny granules, easy to take as candy.
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FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
Are Richest la Curative Qualities
FOR BACKACHE, RHEUMATISM,
KIDNEYS AND BLADDER

I'remluiue
Write tot
catalog and special prices to sirents. Address!
M. K. UL1K. BOX J. MAXTON. N. C.
W. N.

U, WICHITA,

nr.

IiMutt tthWtf!, irtui,STy hair. Vt "IA

CREOkl" HAIR BfUfllNO.
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State

Canvassing Board Computet
Count of Votes Cast at November Election.

YHtprh Newspaper I'niun Newa Sorvire.

Santa Fe. The State Canvassing
Board has completed the count of
votes at the November election. The
votes show:
For (ontrrnmii.
II.

M.

Nathan Jaffa

M. V. tie Baca
A. ICggum iS.)

22,1 3
17,800
5 883

(D.)
(H.)

(P.)

i.tm

Total vote cast

4.fB6

E. C, Oe Baca (D.)

20.41
19,997
20,108
17. U4

plurality
For Presidential Elector.

Fei'KUMSon'a

IJitham (U.)
Jr. (D.)
A
Hiliihps 111 I
Ievl
Kufraclo (Salleiros (R.)
Matt Fowler (R.I
Ceorire W. Arniljo (P.)
!. K. Sturiley
(P.)
F. Thomas (P.)
lora
(8.)
Walter ion.

J.
S.

11

I)

rltennlH,

4,239

17,7:1.1

li.2r8

8.347
7.704
7,787
2.S59
2 8ii6
2,859

I.eroy Welsh (S.)
(S.)

W. T. Holmes

ountitiitttiunl Amrndmeut.

For
Against

Mnte HlRhnny Bond

For
Against

6G3
2.
13,

68

Iwm

333

2

17 338

Good Prices Prevail for Cattle.

Carlsbad. The stock pens have
been the busy place the last few days,
the cowmen from the Guadalupe
mountains loading cattle. A lot of old
cows and bulls were recently soli- and
are be,lng delivered. The stuff is lu
fine shape as the range Is ia excellent
e
condition. There has been an
of grass all season and stock
has done well. The prices received
for the old bulls and cows range from
$25 to $J0. This Is over double of the
i:sual price ten years ago. The cowman in the first place had to ship tho
old stuff to market himself and take
whatever he could get. Now buyers
come here and receive the cattle at
the local pens. Buyers are already
making flattering offers for stuff for
spring delivery. Yearlings for April
delivery are wanted at $28, Including
the fall calves. So far no contracts
have been closed for cattle for spring
delivery.
-

abiM-clanc-

J

Doctor Suing Board for Damages.
Las Vegas. A suit unique In the annals of New Mexico was filed In the
District Court here by Dr. H. M. Smith
former superintendent ef the state hospital for the insane. In which the plaintiff seeks to recover damages in the
si:m of $15,000 from the board of trustees of the Institution. Dr. Smith alleges In his complaint that in December, 1910, he entered into a contract
with the trustees to serve as medical
superintendent for a term of five years
provided he would give up his city
practice and devote his entire attention to the hospital. In September this
year he was removed to give the position to a Democrat, Dr. W. P. Mills,
under the new state administration, so
be alleges.

Assistant Superintendent Returns.
Santa F6. Assistant Superintendent of Public Instruction Filadelfo
Baca has returned from Las Vegas,
where ho spent some time with his
brother, who finally died. While he
was In j.a Vegas he also attended the
quiet wedding of his daughter, Miss
Amalia Baca, to James Martinez, son
cf Malaqulas Martinez, formerly terri
tcrlal oil inspector.
Jury Finds Cattle Rustlers Guilty,
Vegas. When the District
Court was. reconvened after the
Thanksgiving recess Judge David J
Leahy was presented with a sealed
verdict, prepared by the Jury In tho
case of tho state ngninst Louis Roberts and John Lumpkin. The verdict
was read to the court and declared
the defendants guilty.
.Las

Mexican Raiders Hide in Mountains,
Hlllbboro. Merced Montoya, a mer
chant and rancher of Montlcello, In
Western Sierra county, who arrived
here, reiKH'ts that the band of men be
lieved to be either Mexican rebels or
guerillas in sympathy with the Orozco
revolution, have gone in hiding in the
San Mateo mountains. Montoya met
the band and talked with the leader,
who spoke good English. He reports
that the members of the band, who
and thir
number between twenty-fiv- e
ty, are heavily armed and plentifully
supplied with ammunition and beet.
So far as known the band has made
no raids other than possibly the kill- -'
Irg of live stock on the range to meat
immediate needs. The settlers herea-tovt- s
are on the alert and prepared for
Buy emergency.
Albuquerqusan Killed by Train.
Albuquerque. Lucas Parraa, ninety
years old. was struck by a westbound
Santa Fe train fit the Mountain road
crossing. The aged victim of tho accident died at St, Joseph's hospital
fivm fall Injuries,

wairn

Newspaper Union News Hervl'

L

Mrs. Theresa B. White has resigned
as state superintendent of Industrial

education.
Arthur M. Wright of Watervllle, N.
Y., died at the borne of his son, Judge
Edward R. Wright of Santa Fe.
Frank A.. Chavez, son of Manuel
Chavez, seventeen years of age, died
at an Albuquerque hospital, after an
operation for appendicitis. '
Mr. and Mrs. M. Mandell of Albu
querque celebrated their silver wedding by entertaining- a number of
their friends in the Masonic temple.
The State Board of Equalization
has sustained the raise In the assess
ment of coal lands In San Juan county, owned by the Santa Fe and Frisco
ailroads.
The Guardian Casualty and Guaran
ty Company of- - Salt Lake City, was admitted to do business in this state.
Reed Smoot is one of the directors
of the company.
Charles L. Belts has filed with tho
state engineer application for six and
seven-tenth- s
second feet water right3
from a dry arroyo In the Mimbros section to irrigate 4S0 acres of land.
The Santa Fe is calling for bids for
the repairing of the Albuquerque depot which was gutted by fire soma
weeks ago. The Improvements arc es
timated to cost between $G,000 and
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This Is "Glen Core," the cottage In Bermuda which is occupied by

President-elec- t

Wilson and his family.

$7,000.

The State Board of Water Commis
sioners, consisting of J. M. Casaus of
Santa Rosa; Scott Ettcr of Carlsbad,
Charles Springer of Cimarron, and
Charles A .Rathbun of Santa Fe, held
a meeting at the capital.
While engaged in tunneling under
the Rio Grande roadbed near Flora
Vista, preparatory to placing a culvert,
J. D. Moore, one of the section crew
was caught in a cave-iand' sustained
serious injury to his back.
A. J. Watkins, one of Luna counties
oldest cattlemen died at Deming as
the result of having been thrown from
p. horse, the animal falling upon him.
For a quarter of a century he has been
engaged In the cattle business in that
portion of the state.
Four men called at the home of Simon Rodriguez near Lake wood, Eddy
county, and while one engaged him In
conversation, another shot him in the
back, tho murderers escaping. Rodriguez was taken to the hospital at
Carlsbnd, where he died.
The
Benevolent Society of Albuquerque distributed fifty
dinners the day before Thanksgiving
to families where Thanksgiving woull
otherwise have been nothing more
than a farce. Additional supplies wero
distributed on Thanksgiving Day.
In the District Court of San Miguel
county L. Blair pleaded guilty to an
indictment in which he was charged
with having carved the face and neck
of Anderson Taylor recently. He was
sentenced to not less than twelve nor
more than eighteen months In the
state penitentiary.
President C. C. Tannehlll and other
members of the Roswcll Commercial
Club returned from an important trip
down the valley on which they secured
a pledge of $1,000 from Hagerman,
Dexter and Artesla and other towns
towards making a fight for lower
freight rates for the Pecos valley.
Deputy Sheriff Hipolito Lucero of
Sandoval county and Manuel Archuleta, a sheep thief, are dead and Moses
Abouselman has a badly shattered
arm as a result of the deputy sheriff
and Abouselman and a posse trying
to locate and arrest Archuleta and a
fellow thief whose name Is given at
Daniel Garcia. The thieves had gotten
away with 300 sheep from Abousel- man's herds.
November, 1012, will go on record aa
the warmest November in New Mex
Ico for thirty years, and also as one of
the driest months ever recorded by
the United States weather bureau.
The State Board of Equalization has
been reorganized. Attorney General
Frank W. Clancy succeeds Governor
McDonald as Its chairman and Travel'
ing Auditor Howell Ernest succeeds
Auditor W. G. Sargent as its secretary,
These changes were made bcauae the
governor already Is overwhelmed
with work at board meetings and Mr.
Ernest has all the tax rolls in his oflice and therefore can keep up witU
the work which falls to the secretary,
F. F. McCormlck of Artesla has
solved the problem of high freight
rates as regards transportation of tur
keys. Having some COO of the birds on
hand, with a good market at El Paso,
two hundred miles away, he drove bis
flock overland, making from twonty to
twenty-fivmiles per day. He carried
feed and water In a wagon, also poultry wire, with which ha constructed
A temporary corral every night. Ha arrived with his birds In good condition,
In Urn (or Ttnksglvlng dinner,
e
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SLEPT

CLAIMS THE W. M. RICE ESTATE

A

ATC1ISON WOMAN TAKES 8TEPS
TO SECURE MONEY.

Joseph Patton, a Wichita Grocer, Shot
Through the Head No Clew to
the Murderer.

Mrs. Partlow

Says She Is Only
viving Sister of the Murdered
New Yorker.

Sur-

Atchison, Kan. Mrs. Ann Rice Part-loof Atchison has retained B. P.
Waggener, in her effort to prove her
claim to che estate of William Marsh
Rice, murdered in New York In 1900,
and for whose murder Albert T. Patrick, lately pardoned, was sentenced
to death. Mrs. Partlow claims Rice
was her brother, and her attorney will
look up the antecedents of the murdered man. If further Investigation
Indicates their relationship he will go
to New York himself, and try to win
for her and other relatives the
estate Rice is said to have
possessed at the time of his death.
Mrs. Partlow, who lives here with
her daughter, Mrs. Jacob Martin, tells
this story:
"My father, Peter Rice, who "died
many years ago, lived in Crawford
county, Pa., where I was born. There
were six children in the family, the
eldest being William Marsh Rice. My
mother died when the children were
young, and father was very severe
with the children.
When William
years of age he
Rice was nearly-2had a quarrel with his father and left
home. He never was heard of again
bJCa member of his family."
Twelve years ago, when William
Marsh Rice, the New York millionaire, was murdered, his pictures appeared iiTThe papers and a neighbor
of a Mrs. Schuster in Des M lines, la.,
a sister of Mrs. Partlow, noticed the
resemblance between Mrs. Schuster
and the murdered man. The neighbor
did not know that Mrs. Schuster's
maiden name was Rice. As Mrs.
Schuster, who since has died, could
never read nor write, she did not
know the picture shown her by the
neighbor was that of a man named
w

SLAIN

AS

HE

Wichita, Kan. Joseph Patton, a
grocer, was killed in his bed early
in the morning. A bullet from a revolver was fired Into his right forehead as he lay asleep. Another bullet was shot into a door a few feet
' '
from where Patton lay.
No attempt was made to rob Patter
for Sheriff Millhaubt, five hours after
the shooting and after the coroner
and others had searched the Patton
quarters, found nearly $500 In the
room. A part of the money In silver
and bills, possibly the Saturday sales,
was under the dresser in Patton's bedroom. The remainder, more than $300,
was in his pockets.

ANOTHER
INJURY TO
BEING

SCANDAL

IN

NAVY

WOMAN GUEST
INVESTIGATED.

A

13.

California's Wife Taken Ashore From
Gunboat Vlcksburg With a
Fractured Skull.

Springfield, Mo. Nine persons were
injured in a head-ocollision of two
Frisco passenger trains, the fast California express and a local on a siding
near Foyil. Ok. The local mistook the
signals given a freight train which
was also on a siding and entered the
main line, colliding with the express
train- Which was traveling about fifteen miles an hour. A chair car of
the express was derailed and turned
over. A relief train was sent from
Claremore with physicians who attended the injured.

Vallejo ,Cal. A naval board has
been convened at the Mare Island nevy
yard to investigate an affair on board
the United States gunboat Vlcksburg,
which resulted in the removal of Mrs.
Andrew Muller,-- wife of a, Vallejo saloon man, in an unconscious condition from the gunboat.
It was reported that Mrs. Muller
had fallen down the gangway of the
Vlcksburg. The session of ..the naval
board was held behind closed doors,
with Commander Richard Douglass of
the supply ship" Glacier presiding. All
of the officers of the Vlcksburg were
questioned, and a report of the finding of the hoard was forwarded to
the department in Washington.' '
It is alleged by the police of Vallejo, who conducted a separate Investigation, that they' have evidence to
show that Mrs. Muller did not fall
down the gangway, as at first reported, but that she was struck on the
head by a beer bottle, hurled by the
wife of an officer with whom she had
been dining. A. second woman, included in the midnight dinner party,
It Is understood by the police, Is an
employe of a candy store in San Francisco. The identity of the two officers alleged to have entertained the
woman on the gunboat has not been
made public.

TO CONTINUE FIGHT ON TRUSTS

KANSAS BOY SHOT FROM AMBUSH

$10,-000,0-

NINE PEOPLE HURT IN

A

WRECK

Two Frisco Passenger Trains Collide
Head-O- n
at Foyll, Ok. Mistaken
Orders the Cause.
n

'

Attorney General Wickeraham In His
Report Asks Congress to Pass
Further Legislation.

Washington, D. C. Legislation permitting the department of justice to
carry on its litigation against the
United States Shoe Machinery comRiee.
pany and ' the
coffee trust
was the most Important measure adFIFTY CENTS A POUND FOR STEER vocated by Attorney General Wlckor-shain his annual report, which has
A Chicago 'Store Paid That Price for just been made public.
In addition
to this trust ' legislation, announceWorld's Champion at Stock
'
ment was made of a second proShow.
cedure against the Lehigh Valley coal
Chicago, 111. Glencarnock Victor and railroad companies at an early
named the world's champion steer at date.
the International Live Stock exposition, was sold to a Chicago department WILL FIGHT RAIL VALUATION
store for $815, or 60 cents a pound,
the animal's weight being 1,630 pounds. Senate Committee la Opposed to the
The steer was owned by J. D. McHouse Measure But Progressives
Gregor of Brandon, Manitoba, The
Will Support It.
champion sweepstakes lot of steers
Washington. The passage by the
will be shipped alive to New York,
having been bought fdr 14 cents a House of the bill providing for the
pound.
They averaged 1,189 pounds. physical valuation of railroad properties will be followed by a hard fight
passage of that measure in the
LAKE STEAMER'S PEOPLE SAFE for the
Senate. Leaders. of the, Senate progressives declared that the House bill
A Telegram Says That Tugs Are Reor a bill even broader in scope was
moving Passengers From
certain to become a"law at this sesthe Eaton.
sion, providing President Taft does
not veto It.
Minn. A wireless message
received by the Associated Press from
Without Trousers or Money.
the operator aboard the steamer Eas-Muskogee, Ok. Nine travelers on a
ton, which Is on the rocks In Thunder Frisco sleeper arrived in Muskogee
Bay, Lake Superior, says:
from Oklahoma City with no trousers
"All aboard safe. The steam pipes and no money. A thief went througn
not damaged and everybody warm. We their car, letting nine pairs of pancould walk ashore, but there Is n.otti taloons and several hundred dollars
Jn money.
Ing tbora but rocks and snow,"
.

-

No Warning

Given by Assailant
James Ecton, 11 Years Old,
of Rosedale.

of

Rosedale, Kan. Less than fifty
yards from the lonely spot on the Roe
Road, In. Rosedale View, where Mrs.
Florence Barber was attacked and shot
the night of November 11 by a man
who has not been caught, James Ecton, 11 years old, was shot from ambush at 8 o'clock at night.
Young Ecton and his brother, Frank,
17 years old, were walking along the
road. There was a shot from behind
a tree and the younger boy screamed.
A man dodged from behind the tree
and ran across an open field towards
a clump of woods.'
The bullet struck James Ecton In
the right cheek, went through his
mouth, carried away four teeth and
came out the left cheek. The wound
Is not dangerous.
KANSAS TOWNS RENT OUT JAILS

Hugoton and Ford In Southwestern
Kansas Have No Use for
Their Lockups.
Larned, Kan. A peculiar rivalry
exists between Hugoton and Ford, two
Southwest Kansas towns.
Stevens
county commissioners became so disgusted recently . with the long
of prisoners from the county
Jail they rented the bastile to a family
for a home. Hugoton then crowed
with pride. This made Ford sore. Not
a Jail bird has been known in Ford
for two years and a half. To retaliate,
the Ford council says it will rent the
Ford calaboose cheaply to anyone to
use as, chicken house.
,
se

